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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction

Insurance is a pressing concern for all homeowners. It is no less important for people whose homes are located within a strata property. But insurance generates some complicated legal issues within strata properties that don’t arise within a single-family home. This is because the one-to-one relationship of homeowner to insurer is refracted in a strata property into a more complex set of relationships involving (at a minimum) strata-lot owners, their insurers, the strata corporation, and its insurers. Experience in British Columbia and elsewhere has shown that legislation is necessary to coordinate these relationships.

This consultation paper examines how the Strata Property Act and the Strata Property Regulation are performing in carrying out that task. It contains 10 tentative recommendations for reforming the act and the regulation, to improve how they function in governing insurance in strata properties. It also sets out one question for discussion, on a potentially far-reaching change to this legal framework.

These tentative recommendations and this question for discussion are intended to stimulate public comment. Readers may give their views on the consultation paper’s proposals by a variety of means—filling out all or part of a response booklet, sending a letter to BCLI, or completing an online survey. BCLI will consider reader responses in crafting its final recommendations for reform. For a response to be considered in this process, BCLI must receive it by 15 December 2018.

About the Strata Property Law Project—Phase Two

This is the fourth consultation paper published in BCLI’s Strata Property Law Project—Phase Two. The phase-two project builds on the consultation and research carried out in phase one of the project. It addresses legislative reform of the Strata Property Act, with the goal of promoting the development of the next generation of the act. Previous consultation papers have considered terminating a strata, complex stratas, and governance issues for stratas.

Our supporters and the project committee

The Strata Property Law Project—Phase Two has been made possible by project funding from the Real Estate Foundation of British Columbia, the Notary Foundation of British Columbia, the Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing for British Co-
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lumbia, the Real Estate Council of British Columbia, the Real Estate Institute of British Columbia, Strata Property Agents of British Columbia, the Association of British Columbia Land Surveyors, the Vancouver Island Strata Owners Association, and the Condominium Home Owners Association.

BCLI is carrying out the Strata Property Law Project—Phase Two with the assistance of a volunteer project committee. The committee is made up of a diverse range of experts in the strata-property field. Its 13 current members hail from the legal and notarial professions, owners’ organizations, the strata-management and real-estate professions, and the public sector.

Content of the consultation paper

Introduction

The consultation paper contains five chapters, including its brief introductory and concluding chapters. The introductory chapter gives an overview of the project and the consultation process. It also provides a summary of the consultation paper’s tentative recommendations and question for discussion.

Strata-property basics

The consultation paper’s second chapter contains a general overview of strata-property law. This discussion is pitched at readers who are unfamiliar with the distinctive terms and concepts found in this body of law. It’s intended to provide these readers with just enough information about the creation and operation of strata properties to allow them to work their way through the chapters that follow.

Insurance and strata properties

A thorough review of part 9 of the Strata Property Act forms the subject of the consultation paper’s third chapter. Part 9 contains the act’s legal framework for insurance in strata properties.

After briefly recounting the legislative history of part 9, the chapter gives a detailed review of its component parts. These components include the following provisions:

- legislative requirements—that is, mandates—on the strata corporation to obtain property and liability insurance;
- an enabling provision, allowing the strata corporation to obtain insurance other than that required by the legislation;
• a provision confirming the strata corporation’s insurable interest in the property it must insure;
• reviewing and reporting requirements imposed on the strata corporation;
• a provision spelling out the named insureds on the strata corporation’s insurance and establishing a rule preventing subrogated claims by the strata corporation’s insurers against those named insureds;
• a provision regulating the payment and application of insurance money;
• provisions regarding deductibles in the strata corporation’s insurance;
• an enabling provision for strata-lot owners to obtain their own insurance;
• a provision regulating contributions by the strata corporation’s and the owners’ insurers.

Issues for reform

While the committee reviewed all of part 9 of the act, its tentative recommendations for reform concern only those areas where the committee saw a need for improvements. These areas consist of the following four topics.

- **The insurance mandate:** the committee tentatively recommended adding a requirement to the strata corporation’s insurance mandate to obtain directors-and-officers coverage. The committee also considered mandating coverage for two perils (earthquakes and overland floods) that aren’t currently within the scope of the major perils that must be covered.

- **Insurance deductibles:** the committee made two tentative recommendations concerning deductibles: (1) amending the legislation to expressly assign responsibility for an insurance deductible to a responsible owner; and (2) requiring strata-lot owners to obtain their own insurance that covers payment of a deductible under a strata-corporation policy.

- **Named insureds:** the committee canvassed recent case law on this provision. In its view, legislative change isn’t required to ensure that it continues to fulfil its main purpose, which consists of establishing the rule preventing subrogated claims against named insureds.

- **Reporting and administration:** the committee tentatively recommended that the legislation require strata corporations to obtain appraisals to determine the adequacy of their property-insurance coverage; that the frequency of such appraisals be (at a minimum) once every three years; and that the strata corporation be required to inform owners and tenants of any material change in the strata corporation’s insurance coverage.
Finally, this consultation paper contains one question for discussion. It concerns the possible adoption of the standard-unit concept as a feature of British Columbia’s legislation. The standard unit is an idea used in other Canadian jurisdictions to determine the scope of a strata corporation’s property-insurance obligations. Adopting this concept in British Columbia would represent a significant change in this province’s law. While the committee wasn’t prepared at this time to take a position on the idea, it is interested in receiving public comment on it.

**Conclusion**

The committee encourages responses to its proposals. Comments from readers will be fully considered by the committee, as they play an important part in the process of crafting this project’s final recommendations. Those final recommendations will be submitted to the provincial government. The province of British Columbia regularly updates strata legislation.
Chapter 1. Introduction

An Overview of Insurance and Strata Properties

Insurance and home ownership go hand in hand. For many people, owning a home is the most important investment made in their lifetimes. But it’s an investment that is beset by risks. Fires or inclement weather can damage or destroy a building. An accident on a homeowner’s property can result in a weighty settlement or court judgment. All of these risks and more have the potential to erode or deplete the homeowner’s investment.

The main way to blunt the force of these risks is by insurance. The social purpose of insurance is to serve as “a mechanism for spreading the risk of loss.”¹ People who face risks “can team up with others in the same position” and “contribute to a fund from which money will be available to pay for losses when they occur.”² Homeowners have a particularly strong incentive to obtain insurance to protect their investment.

This incentive is no less strong for a homeowner whose home is located within a strata property. But when the interplay of insurance and strata properties is examined for legal issues, this incentive isn’t the only thing that shines through. What becomes readily apparent is that this subject is governed by its own legal framework, which makes up a significant part of British Columbia’s laws on strata properties: the Strata Property Act³ and the Strata Property Regulation.⁴

Why is this legal framework necessary? It owes its existence to the fact that some of the most challenging issues in the strata-property field concern insurance. “Insurance” is, as an early commentator on strata-property law put it, “probably the most difficult subject, technically, for the legislative draftsman, the developer, and the owners.”⁵

² Ibid (commenting further on the nature of insurance: “Each contribution, or ‘premium,’ is much less than the potential loss the contributor faces. This is possible because the losses covered by the system are random losses. Among a relatively large number of people facing similar risks, only a relative few (whose identity is unknown) at the outset will actually suffer loss. The contributions of the many pay for the losses of the few.” [footnote omitted]).
³ SBC 1998, c 43.
⁵ R C B Risk, “Condominiums and Canada” (1968) 18:1 UTLJ 1 at 56.
The difficulty appears to reside in the exceptional demands this subject places on the law to coordinate a diverse range of actors and strike a careful balance between an elaborate and complex set of interests. These demands appear at two levels.

At the first, operational level, the relatively simple relationship of insurer to homeowner is refracted into a relationship between multiple players. Among these players is the strata corporation, which acts as a collective administrator for the strata property, on behalf of its owners. As will be seen, strata corporations are subject to legislative mandates to obtain certain forms of insurance. But nothing in these mandates prevents an individual owner from obtaining insurance. Further, the legal framework recognizes that other actors may be at play in some strata properties, such as tenants and what the act refers to as “occupants” (“a person, other than an owner or tenant, who occupies a strata lot”). Finally, given the financial realities of homeownership, another player exists who is likely to take a keen interest in the strata property’s insurance arrangements: the mortgage lender. All of this leads to the signature issue for this consultation paper, which concerns designing laws that strive to “eliminate the twin evils of overlapping policies and gaps in coverage.”

At the second, conceptual level, strata-property law and insurance law are both sophisticated, detailed, and complex bodies of law. The Strata Property Act contains over 300 sections. Commentators have stressed the significant, far-reaching impact this statute (and those like it in other jurisdictions) has had on real-property law.

---

6. *Supra* note 3, s 1 (1) “occupant.” To round out this list of players in the insurance field for strata properties, it should be noted that some stratas will have one further player: a section. Sections are a kind of sub strata corporation, which crop up most frequently in mixed-use stratas. The Strata Property Act allows the creation of sections in limited circumstances to represent the different interests of specified groups of owners (see *ibid*, s 191). The act goes on to grant sections certain corporate powers, one of which is the power to “obtain insurance only (a) against perils that are not insured by the strata corporation, or (b) for amounts that are in excess of amounts insured by the strata corporation” (*ibid*, s 194 (4)). While sections don’t figure into much of the discussion in this consultation paper, they were one of the main subjects of two earlier publications in this project. See British Columbia Law Institute, *Consultation Paper on Complex Stratas* (2016), online: <www.bcli.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/2016-08-31_BCLI-Consultation-Paper-on-Complex-Stratas-FINAL.pdf> [perma.cc/A43A-3NN7]; British Columbia Law Institute, *Report on Complex Stratas*, Report 81 (2017), online: <www.bcli.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/2017-06-19_BCLI-SPL-Ph2-Report-on-Complex-Stratas-FINAL.pdf> [perma.cc/NZZ8-JQMP] (see especially recommendation (12), which recommends expanding a section’s power to obtain insurance at 77–79).


British Columbia’s *Insurance Act* is similarly lengthy (it runs to about 170 sections). And this act is only one part of an intricate web of statutes, regulations, and case law which make up insurance law. It’s readily apparent that a significant effort would be needed to ensure that these two distinct bodies of law align together for seamless application. “The strata corporation concept does not fit neatly into a number of insurance concepts and principles,” as a leading practice guide for strata properties explains, so an overriding goal of the *Strata Property Act’s* insurance provisions is to “make adjustments for this purpose.”

**About the Public Consultation on Insurance Issues**

This consultation paper is the centerpiece of a public consultation on insurance issues for stratas. It examines the current legal framework governing strata properties and insurance and makes proposals to improve the law. These proposals are labelled as *tentative recommendations* throughout the consultation paper to underscore that they are subject to revision in light of public comment.

The consultation paper contains 10 tentative recommendations for reform, along with a thorough discussion of the research and background that was relied upon in formulating those tentative recommendations. The consultation paper also includes one question for discussion, on a far-reaching issue concerning the scope of the strata corporation’s property insurance.

Responses to the consultation may be made by a variety of means: online survey, email, facsimile, or regular mail. More information on how to respond to the consultation is found near the front of this consultation paper.

Responses will be considered in forming the final recommendations to be published in the planned report for this topic. In order to be considered in formulating those final recommendations, BCLI must receive a response by **15 December 2018**.

---


11. See, above, unnumbered page iii headed "call for responses."
About the Strata Property Law Project—Phase Two

This Consultation Paper on Insurance Issues for Stratas is part of the British Columbia Law Institute’s ongoing Strata Property Law Project—Phase Two. BCLI began the Strata Property Law Project—Phase Two in summer 2013. The project’s goals are to study selected areas of strata-property law, identify issues calling for reform of the law, and recommend changes to the Strata Property Act to address those issues.

The phase-two project builds on BCLI’s Strata Property Law Project—Phase One, which was completed in 2012. Over the course of the phase-one project, BCLI carried out initial legal research and focused consultation with leading experts in the strata-property field. The results of this research and consultation were published in BCLI’s Report on Strata Property Law: Phase One, which recommended that BCLI undertake a law-reform project to examine the following subjects: (1) fundamental changes to a strata; (2) complex stratas; (3) selected governance issues; (4) common property; (5) selected land-title issues; (6) selected insurance issues; (7) leasehold stratas.

The first subject in the phase-two project was addressed in the project’s first two publications, the Consultation Paper on Terminating a Strata and the Report on Terminating a Strata. The Legislative Assembly of British Columbia implemented this report’s recommendations in fall 2015.

Complex stratas, the project’s second subject, were the focus of a further two publications for this project: the Consultation Paper on Complex Stratas and the Report on Complex Stratas.

16. Supra note 6.
17. Supra note 6.
Governance issues have been addressed by one existing publication, the *Consultation Paper on Governance Issues for Stratas.* A final report on this topic is planned for later in 2018.

### The Phase-Two Project’s Supporters

The Strata Property Law Project—Phase Two has been made possible by project grants from the Real Estate Foundation of British Columbia, the Notary Foundation of British Columbia, the Ministry of Natural Gas Development and Responsible for Housing for British Columbia, the Real Estate Council of British Columbia, the Real Estate Institute of British Columbia, Strata Property Agents of British Columbia, the Association of British Columbia Land Surveyors, the Vancouver Island Strata Owners Association, and the Condominium Home Owners Association.

### The Strata Property Law (Phase Two) Project Committee

In carrying out the phase-two project, BCLI is grateful to have the assistance of an expert project committee. Brief biographies of committee members may be found in appendix B.

### An Overview of this Consultation Paper

While the committee reviewed all of part 9 of the *Strata Property Act*, its tentative recommendations for reform focus on four areas:

- the insurance mandate: the committee tentatively recommended adding a requirement to the strata corporation’s insurance mandate to obtain directors-and-officers coverage; the committee also considered mandating coverage for two perils (earthquakes and overland floods) that aren’t currently within the scope of the major perils that must be covered;
- insurance deductibles: the committee made two tentative recommendations concerning deductibles: (1) amending the legislation to expressly assign responsibility for an insurance deductible to a responsible owner; and

---


19. See, below, at 83–90.
(2) requiring strata-lot owners to obtain their own insurance that covers payment of a deductible under a strata-corporation policy;

- named insureds: the committee canvassed recent case law on section 155 of the act but did not tentatively recommend any changes to that provision;

- reporting and administration: the committee tentatively recommended that the legislation require strata corporations to obtain appraisals to determine the adequacy of their property-insurance coverage; that the frequency of such appraisals be (at a minimum) once every three years; and that the strata corporation be required to inform owners and tenants of any material change in the strata corporation’s insurance coverage.

Finally, this consultation paper contains one question for discussion. It concerns the possible adoption of the standard-unit concept as a feature of British Columbia’s legislation. The standard unit is an idea used in other Canadian jurisdictions to determine the scope of a strata corporation’s property-insurance obligations. Adopting this concept in British Columbia would represent a significant change in this province’s law. While the committee wasn’t prepared at this time to take a position on the idea, it is interested in receiving public comment on it.
Chapter 2. Strata-Property Basics

Introduction

Strata-property law has a highly original cast of characters and concepts. Its terms and ideas are how the law creates strata properties’ distinctive combination of ownership and management of property. Understanding these concepts is a necessary part of analyzing the legal issues that can arise in a strata property.

Who is responsible to repair property? How do decisions get made in a collective of property owners? How are expenses divided up among these owners? What role do the bylaws play in establishing the governing norms of the community? What is meant by such terms as common property, strata lot, and unit entitlement? The answers to these and similar questions will often figure deeply into the analysis of any given insurance issue in a strata property.

This chapter’s goal is to acquaint readers with basic strata-property terms and concepts. It is pitched at readers who are new to the subject or unfamiliar with strata properties and is meant to give them just enough information to find their way through the chapters that follow.

The Essential Elements of a Strata Property

Strata properties\textsuperscript{20} are a legal device that accommodates individual ownership of an interest in land within a collective, multi-unit structure. The law contains many such devices. What sets a strata property apart from, say, a cooperative, a joint tenancy, a tenancy in common, or a long-term lease, are the following “two essential elements”:

- the division of property into units, to be individually owned, and common elements, to be owned in common by the owners of the units; and
- an administrative framework to enable the owners to manage the property.\textsuperscript{21}

\textsuperscript{20} For many people the name \textit{strata property} itself is the first stumbling block that’s encountered in a discussion of this area of the law. British Columbia is the only jurisdiction in Canada that uses this name. Its significance is mainly historical: it reflects the origins of this province’s law in legislation that was enacted first in Australia. Other Canadian provinces and territories drew on American law to create their legislation. So they adopted the leading American word, \textit{condominium}. The two terms actually describe the same concept. Nothing in law turns on the use of one or the other.

These essential elements exist within a body of law that “reflects the combination of several legal concepts”—especially concepts drawn from real-estate law, easements, and corporate law.22

The Three Generations of Strata-Property Legislation

Introduction

It might be possible to achieve this combination of rules and essential elements by carefully executed easements and agreements. But throughout Canada, the United States, and Australia, strata properties have been fostered by legislation.

British Columbia is no exception to this approach. This province has supported the creation and administration of strata properties by legislation, which can be seen as developing in three distinct generations.

Strata Titles Act 1966–74

In April 1966, British Columbia became the first jurisdiction in Canada to enact strata-property legislation. The first-generation act, called the Strata Titles Act, came into force in September of that year.23

The first-generation act was skeletal legislation. It did little more than enable people to create and administer strata properties.


In 1974, the second generation of the legislation appeared.24 The second-generation act retained the framework set out in the first-generation act and enhanced it by adding new provisions dedicated to consumer protection and addressing concerns about the administration of strata properties.


23. SBC 1966, c 40.

24. Strata Titles Act, SBC 1974, c 89. See also Strata Titles Amendment Act, 1977 (No 2), SBC 1977, c 64 (containing a major set of amendments to the 1974 act).
In 1979, the name of the legislation was changed to Condominium Act.\textsuperscript{25} The second-generation act is commonly known by this name.

**Strata Property Act 2000–present**

The third generation of strata-property legislation, the Strata Property Act, was enacted in July 1998.\textsuperscript{26} The Strata Property Act was only brought into force after a transitional period, which lasted until 1 July 2000.

Although it preserves much of the framework put in place by the first two generations of the legislation, the Strata Property Act also contains a large number of provisions not found in previous acts, making it a far more comprehensive statute than its two predecessors.

Parts of the Strata Property Act have been significantly amended in 2009,\textsuperscript{27} 2012,\textsuperscript{28} and 2015.\textsuperscript{29} These changes primarily relate to financial planning, dispute resolution, and termination; they don’t directly address insurance issues.

The Strata Property Act is probably the most detailed and sophisticated legislation of its kind in Canada. It contains an array of laws on subjects that aren’t addressed in equivalent statutes found in the other provinces or territories.\textsuperscript{30} But the act was also consciously drafted to provide enhanced flexibility to certain kinds of stratas. This quality can make it difficult to discuss the act’s provisions, as it’s often necessary to note both a general rule and a series of exceptions. For the sake of simplicity, the pages that follow will focus on the general provisions and will touch on exceptions, where necessary, in footnotes.

\begin{itemize}
\item[25.] RSBC 1979, c 61.
\item[26.] Supra note 3.
\item[27.] See Strata Property Amendment Act, 2009, SBC 2009, c 17.
\item[28.] See Civil Resolution Tribunal Act, SBC 2012, c 25.
\item[29.] See Natural Gas Development Statutes Amendment Act, 2015, supra note 15.
\end{itemize}
The Owner-Developer

The person who starts the stratification process is called an owner-developer.

Before someone becomes an owner-developer, that person is an owner of land who wants to develop it as a strata property. That person is responsible for shepherding the project through the procedure for stratifying land. After this process is complete, the owner-developer holds all titles in the development, which are gradually sold off to purchasers.

The owner-developer can have a decisive influence over both the original conception and the ongoing operation of a strata property. Many of the key decisions that are made in setting up a strata property originate with the owner-developer. These decisions can reverberate long after the owner-developer has left the scene.

Creation of a Strata Property by Deposit of a Strata Plan

The stratification process begins with the deposit in the land title office of a strata plan.

The strata plan has been described as “the fundamental document that divides property into strata lots and creates title in each of those strata lots.” It is a document prepared by a qualified land surveyor, which is required to contain specific details and meet exacting technical standards.

31. And here’s the first exception to note: in some cases, it isn’t the landowner but rather a lessee under a long-term ground lease who acts as the owner-developer. The act calls these cases leasehold strata plans. For simplicity’s sake, this consultation paper will focus on the much more common case of a landowner developing a strata property and will downplay the rarer leasehold strata plan. That said, there is nothing in law that prevents the committee’s proposals from extending to leasehold strata plans.

32. Chow v The Owners, Strata Plan NW 3243, 2015 BCSC 1944 at para 5, Smith J.

33. See Strata Property Act, supra note 3, s 244.
Kinds of Strata Plans

There are essentially two kinds of strata plans under the Strata Property Act. One is called a bare-land strata plan. It concerns the subdivision of land.\textsuperscript{34} The other kind of strata plan isn’t named in the act, but it’s commonly called a building or conventional strata plan.\textsuperscript{35} This kind of strata plan deals with the subdivision of a building. This is the more common kind of strata plan.

Among the things that a strata plan does, one of the most important is to distinguish between the two building blocks of a strata property: strata lots and common property.

Strata Lots

A strata lot is the legislation’s name for the unit in a strata property that is individually titled and owned. A common example of a strata lot is an apartment in a residential strata property. But it is important to bear in mind that nothing in strata-property law restricts strata lots to apartments or residential uses. Strata lots may be townhouses, shops used for commercial purposes, industrial plants, recreational cottages, or parking lots. So long as they are identified as such on a strata plan, strata lots may be almost anything within the ingenuity of an owner-developer.

But, that said, the act does, in many places, distinguish between strata lots based on their uses. This distinction turns on whether or not the strata lot is used for residential purposes. Residential strata lot is a defined term, meaning “a strata lot designed or intended to be used primarily as a residence.”\textsuperscript{36} Strata lots used for any other purpose are referred to as nonresidential strata lots. Whether a strata lot is a resi-

\textsuperscript{34} See ibid, s 1 (1) “bare land strata plan” (“means (a) a strata plan on which the boundaries of the strata lots are defined on a horizontal plane by reference to survey markers and not by reference to the floors, walls or ceilings of a building, or (b) any other strata plan defined by regulation to be a bare land strata plan.”). Regarding paragraph (b), note that to date no regulations on this point have been adopted.


\textsuperscript{36} Supra note 3, s 1 (1) “residential strata lot.” See also East Barriere Resort Ltd v The Owners, Strata Plan KAS1819, 2017 BCCA 183.
dential strata lot or a nonresidential strata lot can have a bearing on how certain provisions relating to property, expenses, and governance are applied to it.

**Common Property, Limited Common Property, and Common Assets**

**Common property**

The *Strata Property Act* essentially takes a two-pronged approach to defining *common property*.37

The first prong basically classifies everything that isn’t part of a strata lot as common property: “‘common property’ means (a) that part of the land and buildings shown on a strata plan that is not part of a strata lot.” This definition is fairly easy to grasp in the abstract. Some concrete examples of things that could fit this definition include “hallways, stairwells, roofs, balconies, attics, elevators, patios, parking stalls,” and even the underlying land in a building strata plan (but not in a bare-land strata plan).38

The second prong of the definition tackles cases in which it would be difficult to apply a simple and clear-cut distinction between being part of a strata lot or part of the common property. It is aimed at a long list of specific building components and systems for services (“pipes, wires, cables, chutes, ducts and other facilities for the passage or provision of water, sewage, drainage, gas, oil, electricity, telephone, radio, television, garbage, heating and cooling systems, or other similar services”).39 These things may be common property by definition, depending on the location of the thing or the usage of the thing.40 And it’s at this point that the second prong of the *act’s* definition of common property splits into two branches.

37. See *supra* note 3, s 1 (1) “common property.”

38. *British Columbia Strata Property Practice Manual, supra* note 10 at § 3.2. Regarding the underlying land in a bare-land strata plan, “parts of the land are divided into separate strata lots, and the strata plan will not typically show the buildings on each strata lot. In this case, the entire building, whether constructed by the owner developer or by the strata lot owner, on the bare land strata lot (including the exterior portions of the building and the interior pipes, wiring, and other mechanical systems) will form part of the strata lot. The common property will be limited to access roads, sidewalks, and recreational facilities shown on the strata plan, as well as any of the underground services and the physical plant if capable of servicing more than one strata lot.” (*Ibid.*)

39. *Strata Property Act, supra* note 3, s 1 (1) “common property.”

40. See *British Columbia Strata Property Practice Manual, supra* note 10 at § 3.2 (“Whether a particular part of a system or service, such as a wire, pipe, or duct, constitutes part of the common
The first branch deals with location. It’s concerned with boundary cases. The definition focuses attention on whether the component or system listed earlier is located “within a floor, wall or ceiling” that itself forms a boundary

- between a strata lot and another strata lot,
- between a strata lot and the common property, or
- between a strata lot or common property and another parcel of land.\footnote{Supra note 3, s 1 (1) “common property.”}

The effect of this branch of the definition is to bring these boundary cases within the scope of common property.

The second branch deals with use. Even if any of the things listed above (pipes, wires, etc.) finds itself “wholly or partially within a strata lot,” it is still within the definition of common property if it is “capable of being and intended to be used in connection with the enjoyment of another strata lot or the common property.” Court decisions considering this branch of the definition have concluded that if the component or system is “connected” to other components or systems that service other strata lots\footnote{Taychuk v Owners, Strata Plan LMS 744, 2002 BCSC 1638 at para 28, Gray J.} or is otherwise part of an “integrated whole,”\footnote{Fudge v Owners, Strata Plan NW2636, 2012 BCPC 409 at para 48, Woods Prov Ct J.} then it should be considered common property. As a leading practice guide has noted, this approach “leave[s] very few such facilities within a condominium outside of the ‘common property’ of that complex.”\footnote{British Columbia Strata Property Practice Manual, supra note 10 at § 3.2.}

**Limited common property**

Within the scope of common property, the act embeds the concept of *limited common property*. This is common property that has been “designated for the exclusive use of the owners of one or more strata lots.”\footnote{Supra note 3, s (1) (1) “limited common property.”} Some typical examples of things that might be limited common property are a balcony for an apartment in a high-rise tower, a patio for a townhouse or ground-floor apartment, and a parking space in a parking lot.
But it should be borne in mind that these items are not necessarily limited common property and they don’t exhaust the category of limited common property. The definition of the term is general and open-ended. The key to knowing whether common property is limited common property is the designation. There are two ways to make this designation. It may be made on the original strata plan or an amendment to that strata plan.\(^{46}\) Or it may be made by a resolution of the strata corporation, passed by a 3/4 vote, and filed in the land title office along with a sketch plan.\(^{47}\)

Court cases have considered the nature of a strata-lot owner’s interest in a designation of limited common property. A leading case has described it “as a special category of property over which the unit owner has a substantial degree of control and something approaching a beneficial interest.”\(^{48}\) The key word in this passage might be *approaching*, as a later case has emphasized the balance between the owner benefiting from a designation and the other strata-lot owners:

> It is clear, however, that the unit holder is not the beneficial owner of the limited common property. The other owners retain more than simple legal title. They retain a bundle of rights and responsibilities as set out, *inter alia*, in ss. 71–75 of the *Strata Property Act*. This is consistent with the communal nature of common property.\(^{49}\)

A commentator has concluded that, on the state of the case law, “[a]n owner’s interest in [limited common property] is not easily defined within the parameters of traditional property law.”\(^{50}\)

**Common assets**

Finally, the act also characterizes some property as *common assets*. The definition of common assets contains two categories. The first is “personal property held by or on behalf of a strata corporation.”\(^{51}\) Examples of this category include items of property like furniture in a lobby or exercise equipment in a gym. The second category is “land held in the name of or on behalf of a strata corporation, that is (i) not shown on

---

46. *Ibid*, s 73 (a)–(b).
47. *Ibid*, ss 73 (c), 74. The sketch plan referred to in the text must be one that “(a) satisfies the registrar [of land titles], (b) defines the areas of limited common property, and (c) specifies each strata lot whose owners are entitled to the exclusive use of the limited common property” (*ibid*, s 73 (2)).
49. *Yestal v New Westminster (City of)*, 2012 BCSC 925 at para 28, Master Muir.
50. *British Columbia Strata Property Practice Manual, supra* note 10 at § 3.3.
51. *Supra* note 3, s 1 (1) “common asset.”
the strata plan, or (ii) shown as a strata lot on the strata plan.” 52 An example of (i) is any offsite land owned or held on behalf of the strata corporation. An example of (ii) is a caretaker’s suite in a residential building which is a strata lot.

The Strata Corporation

In addition to dividing land into strata lots and common property, depositing a strata plan in the land title office “establishes” a strata corporation. 53 This strata corporation is the major component of the second essential element of a strata property (“an administrative framework to enable the owners to manage the property”). 54 It is the vehicle by which strata-lot owners are able to administer their strata property.

The act says that the purpose of a strata corporation is to take responsibility for “managing and maintaining the common property and common assets of the strata corporation for the benefit of the owners.” 55 Ownership of common property and common assets is in the hands of the strata-lot owners, collectively. 56 The membership of the strata corporation is made up of “the owners of the strata lots in the strata plan.” 57 The strata corporation is the means for coordinating these owners to make effective and timely collective decisions.

52. Ibid, s 1 (1) “common asset.”
53. Ibid, s 2 (1) (a).
54. See Ontario Law Reform Commission, supra note 21 at 3.
55. Supra note 3, s 3.
56. See ibid, s 66 (“An owner owns the common property and common assets of the strata corporation as a tenant in common in a share equal to the unit entitlement of the owner’s strata lot divided by the total unit entitlement of all the strata lots.”). The act doesn’t allow the link between ownership of a strata lot and ownership of a share in the common property to be broken. See ibid, s 251 (2) (“An owner must not deal with the owner’s share in the common property and common assets of the strata corporation separately from the owner’s strata lot except as expressly allowed by this Act.”).
57. Ibid, s 2 (1) (b).
The Fundamentals of Strata-Corporation Governance

Bylaws and rules

A strata corporation is required to have bylaws.\textsuperscript{58} Bylaws are a third-order set of laws to govern strata properties, ranking in priority below the act and its regulations.\textsuperscript{59} That said, for many issues, the “bylaws, more than any other document, direct the conduct of owners, tenants and occupants” and visitors.\textsuperscript{60}

By default, the legislation provides strata corporations with a set of standard bylaws.\textsuperscript{61} But strata corporations are free to amend these standard bylaws or to create their own bylaws, so long as these bylaw amendments are approved by a 3/4 vote, are filed in the land title office, and do not conflict with the \textit{Strata Property Act}, the \textit{Strata Property Regulation}, or any other enactment or law.\textsuperscript{62}

Bylaws may address the following topics:

- “the control, management, maintenance, use and enjoyment of the strata lots, common property and common assets of the strata corporation”;\textsuperscript{63}
- “the administration of the strata corporation.”\textsuperscript{64}

Unlike bylaws, rules are optional for a strata corporation. Rules are also more limited in scope than bylaws, as they may only govern “the use, safety and condition of

\textsuperscript{58} See \textit{Strata Property Act, ibid}, s 119 (1).

\textsuperscript{59} See \textit{ibid}, s 121.

\textsuperscript{60} Murray, \textit{supra} note 35 at 1.1.2.

\textsuperscript{61} See \textit{supra} note 3, s 120.

\textsuperscript{62} See \textit{ibid}, ss 126–28 (rules on bylaw amendment), 120 (1) (filing amendments in the land title office), 121 (unenforceable bylaws). On the last point, in addition to being unenforceable due to a conflict with an enactment or a law, a bylaw is unenforceable to the extent it “destroys or modifies” one of the easements for support, services, or shelter created under the act or “prohibits or restricts the right of an owner of a strata lot to freely sell, lease, mortgage or otherwise dispose of the strata lot or an interest in the strata lot” (\textit{ibid}, s 121 (1) (b)–(c)). Of course, there are exceptions to the last point, which allow a strata corporation to put in place rental restrictions, restrictions on the sale of a strata lot, or age restrictions, all of which must conform strictly to detailed requirements contained in the act (see \textit{ibid}, s 121 (2)).

\textsuperscript{63} \textit{Ibid}, s 119 (2).

\textsuperscript{64} \textit{Ibid}, s 119 (2).
the common property and common assets.”65 Rules can’t be used to govern strata lots or to address the administration of a strata corporation.

**Annual general meetings and special general meetings**

The act requires many strata-corporation decisions to be made by the owners collectively. These decisions are typically identified as ones calling for a “resolution” as evidence of the decision. Resolutions are considered and either adopted or rejected at general meetings of the strata corporation.

Strata corporations are required to have at least one general meeting a year—called, appropriately, an annual general meeting.66 The standard bylaws contain the order of business for the annual general meeting’s agenda.67 Strata corporations may also have any number of special general meetings.68

The act contains a detailed and exacting set of provisions on the calling and conduct of general meetings.69 For the purposes of this discussion, it’s only necessary to take some notice of how the act deals with voting.

Votes are ultimately how decisions at general meetings get made. The basic position is majority rule—what the act calls majority vote.70 A resolution passed by a majority vote is one that was approved by more than half of the votes cast by owners—or their proxyholders, if there are any—at the general meeting.71 In other words, the

---

65. See *ibid*, s 125.

66. See *ibid*, s 40. There is an exception to this requirement: if all eligible voters agree, they may consent in writing to the main business of the meeting (namely passing a budget and electing a strata council) and may waive, each by a written document, the holding of an annual general meeting (see *ibid*, s 41).

67. See *ibid*, Schedule of Standard Bylaws, s 28.

68. See *ibid*, s 42.


70. See *supra* note 3, s 1 (1) “majority vote” (“means a vote in favour of a resolution by more than 1/2 of the votes cast by eligible voters who are present in person or by proxy at the time the vote is taken and who have not abstained from voting”).

71. The act doesn’t actually refer to *owners* voting; its term is *eligible voters*. This term reflects two concerns: (1) sometimes an owner’s vote for a strata lot may be exercised by someone other than an owner, such as a tenant (see *ibid*, s 54 (b)), a mortgagee (see *ibid*, s 54 (c)), a parent, guardian, or other representative (see *ibid*, s 55), or a court-appointed voter (see *ibid*, s 58); and
question is decided by the majority of owners (and proxyholders) present at the meeting and not abstaining from voting.

Some decisions require approval by more than a majority of voters. The most common form of this kind of approval is what the act calls a 3/4 vote. A resolution is passed by a 3/4 vote when at least 75 percent of the votes cast at a general meeting are in favour of it. In certain exceptional cases, the act demands that a resolution be supported by a unanimous vote in order for it to be approved. A resolution only meets this threshold when all strata-lot owners vote for it. So, unlike resolutions passed by a majority vote or a 3/4 vote, a resolution can’t be passed by a unanimous vote if it is supported just by all the owners who turn up to the general meeting and vote for it if there are other owners who don’t attend the meeting (in person or by proxy) or who abstain from voting. Finally, if the vote is on what the act calls a “winding-up resolution” (to terminate the strata—that is, the cancel the strata plan and wind up the strata corporation under part 16), then it may be passed by an 80-percent vote.

(2) in some cases, an owner may lose the right to vote if the owner is in default of certain payments owing to the strata corporation and the strata corporation is thereby entitled to file a lien against that owner’s strata lot (see ibid, ss 53 (2), 116 (1)). These are all exceptional cases, so for brevity’s sake the text will simply refer to owners voting.

72. See ibid, s 1 (1) “3/4 vote” (“means a vote in favour of a resolution by at least 3/4 of the votes cast by eligible voters who are present in person or by proxy at the time the vote is taken and who have not abstained from voting”).

73. A special rule comes into play if “a resolution required to be passed by a 3/4 vote is passed at an annual or special general meeting by persons holding less than 50% of the strata corporation’s votes” (ibid, s 51 (1)). Under this rule, “[w]ithin the one week following the vote, persons holding at least 25% of the strata corporation’s votes may, by written demand, require that the strata corporation hold a special general meeting to reconsider the resolution” (ibid, s 51 (3)). If that special general meeting attracts a quorum of owners, and if the resolution is not passed again by a 3/4 vote at that meeting, then the strata corporation may not implement the resolution (see ibid, s 51 (10)).

74. See ibid, s 1 (1) “unanimous vote” (“means a vote in favour of a resolution by all the votes of all the eligible voters”).

75. Ibid, s 1 (1) “winding-up resolution” (“means a resolution referred to in (a) section 272 (1), or (b) section 277 (1).”).

76. See ibid, ss 272–89.

77. See ibid, s 1 (1) “80% vote” (“means a vote in favour of a resolution by at least 80% of the votes of all the eligible voters”).
The strata council

A strata corporation must have a strata council.\textsuperscript{78} The strata council is elected at each annual general meeting, with its members usually coming from the strata-lot owners.\textsuperscript{79}

The strata council has been described as being “effectively a board of directors”\textsuperscript{80} and “somewhat analogous to a fourth level of government.”\textsuperscript{81} These descriptions reflect the act’s basic position, which is that the “powers and duties of the strata corporation must be exercised and performed by a [strata] council.”\textsuperscript{82} As a rule of thumb, this means that the strata council has the authority to make decisions respecting the strata corporation, except for those decisions where the act calls for a resolution at a general meeting.\textsuperscript{83}

Budgets and funds

The act requires the strata corporation to “establish,” and the strata-lot owners to “contribute, by means of strata fees,” to the following two funds:

- “an operating fund for common expenses that (i) usually occur either once a year or more often than once a year, or (ii) are necessary to obtain a depreciation report”;\textsuperscript{84} and

\textsuperscript{78} See Strata Property Act, \textit{ibid}, s 25.

\textsuperscript{79} See \textit{ibid}, s 28 (1). While strata-council members are in fact drawn overwhelmingly from the ranks of owners, the legislation actually allows three groups presumptively to be strata-council members: (1) owners; (2) individuals who represent corporate owners; and (3) tenants who have been assigned an owner’s right to vote (\textit{ibid}, s 28 (1)). Further, the act allows strata corporations to adopt bylaws that allow other classes of people to be strata-council members (\textit{ibid}, s 28 (2)).

\textsuperscript{80} Mangan, \textit{supra} note 35 at 39.

\textsuperscript{81} Fanaken, \textit{supra} note 69 at 21.

\textsuperscript{82} \textit{Supra} note 3, s 4.

\textsuperscript{83} See Murray, \textit{supra} note 35 at 1.1.4 (“Where the Act does not reference a vote by the owners ... the activity or duty may be performed by the strata council without input from the owners. However, where the Act requires a vote of the owners, the decision to be made is not one for the strata council alone and can only be made with the approval of the owners based on the voting threshold set out in that section.”).

\textsuperscript{84} \textit{Supra} note 3, s 92 (a).
• “a contingency reserve fund for common expenses that usually occur less often than once a year or that do not usually occur.”85

The act addresses the establishment of these funds, raising of their contributions, expenditures from them, and accounting for those expenditures.86 At the centre of these functions is the strata corporation’s annual budget.87 Among other things, the annual budget must contain “the estimated expenditures out of the operating fund, itemized by category of expenditure; the total of all contributions to the operating fund; the total of all contributions to the contingency reserve fund; each strata lot’s monthly contribution to the operating fund; [and] each strata lot’s monthly contribution to the contingency reserve fund.”88

Common Expenses

Many of the decisions that a strata corporation has to make concern spending money to pay for expenses. The act makes the strata-lot owners collectively responsible for what it calls common expenses, which it defines as expenses

• relating to the common property and common assets of the strata corporation, or
• required to meet any other purpose or obligation of the strata corporation.89

Common expenses often relate to the first bullet point and are, in effect, the flip side of owning property in common. The strata corporation has a legal obligation to “repair and maintain common property and common assets.”90

Although the strata corporation is responsible for common expenses,91 paying for repairs—as for all common expenses—ultimately comes from contributions from strata-lot owners. How these contributions are determined leads to consideration of one of the act’s foundational concepts, unit entitlement.

85. Ibid, s 92 (b).
86. See ibid, ss 92, 93, 95–100, 103–09.
87. See ibid, s 103.
88. Strata Property Regulation, supra note 4, s 6.6 (1) (c)–(g).
89. Supra note 3, s 1 (1) “common expenses.”
90. Ibid, s 72 (1). See, below, at 23–25 (further discussion of the duty to repair and maintain property).
91. See supra note 3, s 91.
Unit Entitlement

What is unit entitlement and how is it used?

At bottom, unit entitlement is a number. Each strata lot in a strata property is assigned its own unit-entitlement number.

The act uses unit entitlement in a way that ties this concept into one of the defining characteristics of a strata. This defining characteristic is the unique strata property-ownership model, which combines individual ownership of strata lots with shared ownership, among strata-lot owners, of a strata’s common property and common assets, and shared responsibility for the debts and liabilities of the strata corporation.

Specifically, unit entitlement is used in “calculations” that “determine” each strata lot’s share of:

- common property;
- common assets;
- common expenses; and
- liabilities of the strata corporation.92

How is unit entitlement determined?

The act has a detailed set of rules on how to determine the unit entitlement of a strata lot. Which rules apply in a given case depends on (1) the use of the strata lot and (2) the kind of strata plan at issue.

The act distinguishes between residential and nonresidential uses, and contains a special rule for mixed-use stratas. The methods for determining the unit entitlement of a strata lot are:

- for residential strata lots: one of (a) the habitable area of the strata lot, (b) a whole number that is the same for all residential strata lots, or (c) a number that “allocates a fair portion of the common expenses to the owner

92. Ibid, s 1 (1). Some jurisdictions go even further than British Columbia and use unit entitlement to determine a strata lot’s voting rights and its share of residual property after termination.
of the strata lot,” in the opinion of the superintendent of real estate, who must approve any use of option (c);93

- **for nonresidential strata lots:** one of (a) the total area of the strata lot, (b) a whole number that is the same for all nonresidential strata lots, or (c) a number that “allocates a fair portion of the common expenses to the owner of the strata lot,” in the opinion of the superintendent of real estate, who must approve any use of option (c);94

- **for mixed-use stratas:** “[i]f the strata plan consists of both residential and nonresidential strata lots,” then unit entitlement “must be approved by the superintendent as fairly distributing the common expenses between the owners of the residential strata lots and the owners of the nonresidential strata lots.”95

For residential and nonresidential strata lots, in most cases unit entitlement is determined using option (a). In effect, this means that the size of the strata lot determines its unit entitlement. It is slightly more complicated than that, because the act relies on two different standards for determining the size of a strata lot.

For residential strata lots, the size of a strata lot is determined by measuring its *habitable area.* This is a defined term,96 which effectively limits unit entitlement to living areas in a strata lot, excluding things like “patios, balconies, garages, parking stalls or storage areas other than closet space.”97 For nonresidential strata lots, size is determined by the *total area* of the strata lot.98

In both cases, option (a) requires unit entitlement to be “determined by a British Columbia land surveyor.”99

93. *Ibid,* s 246 (3) (a).
94. *Ibid,* s 246 (3) (b).
95. *Ibid,* s 246 (5).
96. See *ibid,* s 246 (4). See also *Barrett v The Owners, Strata Plan LMS3265,* 2017 BCCA 414.
97. *Strata Property Regulation,* supra note 4, s 14.2.
98. Total area isn’t a defined term; it simply takes its everyday meaning. See *British Columbia Strata Property Practice Manual,* supra note 10 at § 2.39 (“ ‘total area’ includes all of those areas listed as excluded from ‘habitable area’ of a residential strata lot”).
99. *Supra* note 3, s 246 (3) (a), (b).
These rules only apply when the strata plan is a conventional (building) strata plan. For bare-land strata plans, a special rule comes into play.¹⁰⁰

**When is unit entitlement determined and where is it found?**

The unit entitlement of a strata lot must be determined at the outset of the stratification process. The act requires the “person applying to deposit a strata plan” to include the unit entitlements of the strata lots in the strata plan.¹⁰¹ These unit-entitlement numbers are grouped together as a schedule to the strata plan, called the Schedule of Unit Entitlement.¹⁰² This schedule is the definitive source of the unit entitlement of a strata lot in that strata plan.

**The Duty to Repair and Maintain Property**

Strata-property law has a detailed framework for allocating responsibility to repair and maintain property. This system depends on the interplay of legislation, regulations, and strata-corporation bylaws.

**Common property and common assets**

Even though the strata-lot owners collectively own the common property and common assets, the *Strata Property Act* makes the strata corporation responsible for their repair and maintenance. As the act provides, “the strata corporation must repair and maintain common property and common assets.”¹⁰³

The act goes on to set out two exceptions to this basic duty.¹⁰⁴ These exceptions allow a strata corporation to make a strata-lot owner responsible for the maintenance of common property. In both cases, the act requires the strata corporation to adopt a bylaw that makes the owner responsible for repair and maintenance to the common property.

---

¹⁰⁰. *Ibid*, s 246 (6) (“The unit entitlement of a strata lot in a bare land strata plan must be (a) a whole number that is the same for all of the strata lots in the strata plan, or (b) a number that is approved by the superintendent and that in the superintendent’s opinion allocates a fair portion of the common expenses to the owner of the strata lot.”).

¹⁰¹. *Ibid*, s 246 (2).

¹⁰². See *ibid*, s 246 (2). The schedule is a prescribed form. See *Strata Property Regulation*, supra note 4, Form V.

¹⁰³. *Supra* note 3, s 72 (1).

¹⁰⁴. See *ibid*, s 72 (2).
The first case deals with “limited common property that the owner has a right to use.” 105 The standard bylaws that apply by default to a strata corporation give an example of how responsibility to repair and maintain limited common property may be divided between the strata corporation and a strata-lot owner who has the right to use the limited common property. The standard bylaws provide, as a general proposition, that “[a]n owner who has the use of limited common property must repair and maintain it, except for repair and maintenance that is the responsibility of the strata corporation under these bylaws.” 106

The bylaws go on to deal with the exception, by providing that the strata corporation must repair and maintain limited common property in two defined circumstances. The first circumstance concerns the frequency of the repair or maintenance. If it’s repairs or maintenance that “in the ordinary course of events occurs less often than once a year,” then it’s the strata corporation’s responsibility to carry it out. 107 The second circumstance concerns the type of property that must be repaired or maintained. The strata corporation must repair and maintain limited common property in all cases (“no matter how often the repair or maintenance ordinarily occurs”) if the property is any of the following:

- the structure of a building;
- the exterior of a building;
- chimneys, stairs, balconies and other things attached to the exterior of a building;
- doors, windows and skylights on the exterior of a building or that front on the common property;
- fences, railings and similar structures that enclose patios, balconies and yards. 108

Because this is a bylaw it can be amended by a strata corporation.

The second case involves “common property other than limited common property.” 109 Similar to the first case, for the second case the legislation says that a strata corporation may assign the responsibility to repair and maintain such common property to a strata-lot owner if the strata corporation is enabled to do so by a bylaw. But the legislation also attaches an important condition to the second case. It provides that the strata corporation may adopt such a bylaw for common property

105 Ibid, s 72 (2) (a).
106 Ibid, Schedule of Standard Bylaws, s 2 (2).
107 Ibid, Schedule of Standard Bylaws, s 8 (c) (i).
108 Ibid, Schedule of Standard Bylaws, s 8 (c) (ii).
109 Ibid, s 72 (2) (b).
other than limited common property “only if [the common property is] identified in the regulations and subject to prescribed restrictions.”\(^{110}\) In practice, this condition has turned the second case into a dead letter. This is because the necessary enabling regulation has never been adopted.

### Strata lots

The basic presumption of strata-property law is that strata-lot owners are responsible for repairs and maintenance to their strata lots. This presumption flows from their ownership interest in the strata lots. But the *Strata Property Act* allows for this presumption to be displaced. It provides that a “strata corporation may, by bylaw, take responsibility for the repair and maintenance of specified portions of a strata lot.”\(^{111}\)

The standard bylaws that apply by default to a strata corporation give an example of the extent to which a strata corporation may be responsible for repairing and maintaining a strata lot. As a starting place, the standard bylaws provide that “[a]n owner must repair and maintain the owner’s strata lot, except for repair and maintenance that is the responsibility of the strata corporation under these bylaws.”\(^{112}\) The bylaws go on to identify specified portions of a strata lot that a strata corporation must repair and maintain. They provide that a strata corporation must repair and maintain a strata lot—so long as that strata lot is “in a strata plan that is not a bare land strata plan”\(^{113}\)—but that duty “is restricted to” the following portions of a strata lot:

- the structure of a building,
- the exterior of a building,
- chimneys, stairs, balconies and other things attached to the exterior of a building,
- doors, windows and skylights on the exterior of a building or that front on the common property, and
- fences, railings and similar structures that enclose patios, balconies and yards.\(^{114}\)

Because this is a bylaw it can be amended by a strata corporation.

---

110. *Ibid*, s 72 (2) (b).
111. *Ibid*, s 72 (3).

Dispute Resolution and the Civil Resolution Tribunal

Finally, resolution of disputes is an important part of strata-property law. In British Columbia it is particularly important because the province has recently embarked on a new approach to strata dispute resolution.

The centrepiece of this new approach is the Civil Resolution Tribunal. The tribunal’s mandate is “to provide dispute resolution services in relation to matters that are within its authority, in a manner that”

- is accessible, speedy, economical, informal and flexible,
- applies principles of law and fairness, and recognizes any relationships between parties to a dispute that will likely continue after the tribunal proceeding is concluded,
- uses electronic communication tools to facilitate resolution of disputes brought to the tribunal, and
- accommodates, so far as the tribunal considers reasonably practicable, the diversity of circumstances of the persons using the services of the tribunal.\(^{115}\)

Since its inception, the tribunal’s authority has extended to most kinds of strata disputes.\(^{116}\) The tribunal has been accepting strata-dispute claims since 2016.

Given that it’s still early days for the tribunal, this project hasn’t made an attempt to address reforms concerning dispute resolution. But the existence and operation of the tribunal is an important part of strata-property law in this province, and should be borne in mind while this consultation paper focuses on insurance.

---


116. See *Civil Resolution Tribunal Act, supra* note 28, s 3.6.
Chapter 3. Insurance and Strata Properties

Introduction

Insurance is subject to a sophisticated and detailed body of law. Like strata-property law, insurance law is home to a distinctive set of ideas and terms.

For this consultation paper’s purposes, it’s not necessary to give an overview of insurance law to the same scale as the overview of strata-property law in the previous chapter. Insurance law can be seen as a tree with many separate branches, which cover areas such as property insurance, liability insurance, marine insurance, and motor-vehicle insurance. The parts of insurance law that are relevant to strata properties are largely contained in part 9 of the Strata Property Act. So this chapter’s focus is almost entirely on the provisions of part 9.

That said, there is a tight-knit group of concepts that supports all the branches of insurance law. A brief review of these concepts sets the stage for this chapter’s overview of part 9.

Background on Insurance and Insurance Law

Insurance defined

The Insurance Act defines insurance to mean “the undertaking by one person to indemnify another person against loss or liability for loss in respect of a certain risk or peril to which the object of the insurance may be exposed, or to pay a sum of money or other thing of value on the happening of a certain event.”

Even though this technical, legal definition may not capture every conceivable insurance product that could enter the market, it does make a number of significant points.

---

117. See Denis Boivin, Insurance Law, 2nd ed (Toronto: Irwin Law, 2015) at 56 (“Canadian insurance law is a mixture of federal, provincial, and territorial legislation, regulations, directives, common law, and custom.”).

118. See supra note 3, ss 149–62. See also Strata Property Regulation, supra note 4, ss 9.1–9.3.

119. Supra note 9, s 1 “insurance.”

120. See Boivin, supra note 117 at 25–54 (general discussion of the range of insurance products available in Canada).
• “Undertaking by one person”: as a matter of legal classification, insurance is a branch of the law of contracts; but insurance contracts are highly regulated under a legal framework that often departs from the main principles of contract law.

• “To indemnify another person”: under a contract of insurance, a “financial loss will be made good,” but “no more than [that loss] will be paid”; in other words, insurance isn’t supposed to be used to “engineer loss so as to profit from it.”

• “Against loss or liability for loss in respect of a certain risk or peril”: the bedrock social purpose of insurance is to shift the risk of loss, primarily from an individual person to a broader group.

Distinguishing principles of insurance law

Building on this definition of insurance, a leading Canadian textbook has said that insurance law is marked by a set of “distinguishing principles.”

• Utmost good faith: In contrast to general contract law, under insurance law the principle of buyer beware is largely displaced—particularly, as regards

---

121. See Brown, supra note 1 at § 1.2. See also Jesuit Fathers of Upper Canada v Guardian Insurance Co of Canada, 2006 SCC 21 at para 27, LeBel J (“Insurance policies form a special category of contracts.”).

122. See Boivin, supra note 117 at 56 (“few industries have attracted the attention of federal and provincial governments, legislatures, and courts as much as the insurance industry has”).

123. Brown, supra note 1 at § 1.2 (c).

124. See Brown, ibid at § 1.1 (“Insurance is a mechanism for spreading the risk of loss. Houses burn down. Jewellery is stolen. Ships sink. Courts order people to pay damages. People who face the possibility of occurrences such as these can team up with others in the same position. They can contribute to a fund from which money will be available to pay for losses when they occur. Each contribution, or ‘premium,’ is much less than the potential loss the contributor faces. This is possible because the losses covered by the system are random losses. Among a relatively large number of people facing similar risks, only a relative few (whose identity is unknown) at the outset will actually suffer loss. The contributions of the many pay for the losses of the few.” [footnote omitted]); Barbara Billingsley, General Principles of Canadian Insurance Law, 2nd ed (Toronto: LexisNexis Canada, 2014) at 1 (“From the point of view of a person buying insurance coverage, insurance is about protecting oneself from financial loss. From a societal point of view, however, insurance is fundamentally about spreading the risk of loss.”).

125. Brown, supra note 1 at § 1.2.
the disclosure of relevant information. Instead, both the insured and the insurer operate under a duty to act in good faith.\footnote{126}

- **Fortuity**: Insurance covers losses that are fortuitous, that is losses that “occur randomly.”\footnote{127}

- **Indemnity**: This facet of insurance law was discussed in the previous section, where it was noted that its goal is to deter people from being indifferent to (or, worse, being on the active lookout for) losses, by removing the financial incentive to engineer a loss. This is usually referred to as moral hazard. The “avoidance of [moral hazard] is the main objective of the indemnity principle.”\footnote{128}

- **Consumer protection**: In view of the differences in levels of sophistication, knowledge, and expertise about insurance between insurance companies and insurance purchasers, “much of insurance law has an objective protection of consumers.”\footnote{129}

### Strata-Property Legislation and Insurance

**Why does strata-property legislation deal with insurance and how does it tackle the subject?**

Provisions on insurance have been a feature of strata-property legislation in North America since the advent of that legislation in the 1960s. One rationale for the existence of these provisions linked insurance conceptually to the duty to repair property. As an early commentator noted, legislation “compel[ling]” the purchase of insurance for strata properties is necessary, given the “vital common interest in having repairs made.”\footnote{130}

This point leads to another general point that is important to understanding the insurance provisions of the *Strata Property Act* and to applying them in practice. Even though the legislative duties to repair and to insure may be bound together at the level of concept and rationale, in British Columbia the legislation spells out the scope

\footnote{126}{See *ibid* at § 1.2 (a).}
\footnote{127}{*Ibid* at § 1.2 (b).}
\footnote{128}{*Ibid* at § 1.2 (c).}
\footnote{129}{*Ibid* at § 1.2 (d). The authors mention a fifth distinguishing principle, “compensation,” but tie it exclusively to motor-vehicle insurance, which of course isn’t relevant to strata properties (see *ibid* at § 1.2 (e)).}
\footnote{130}{Risk, *supra* note 5 at 59.}
of those duties in different ways.  

So, in practice, “[w]hether and to what extent a strata corporation or an owner has insurance has nothing to do with who must carry out or pay for a repair.”

The other major rationale for insurance provisions in strata-property legislation was to address the need to coordinate the diverse players who may be active in placing insurance in a strata property. Right from the outset, commentators and policymakers saw that there were essentially three ways in which strata-property legislation could manage insurance coverage:

- insurance could be left to the individual strata-lot owners;
- insurance could be the exclusive concern of the strata corporation;
- insurance could be subject to a hybrid system, in which some elements are assigned to the strata corporation and others are open to the owners.

Even though one commentator described it as “the most obvious scheme,” simply leaving insurance to the strata-lot owners never gained much traction. It ran aground on some obvious problems, such as the difficulty of coordinating a diverse range of owners to guarantee sufficient coverage. Even if adequate coverage could

---

131. See, above, at 23–25 (discussion of the scope of the duty to repair and maintain property).

132. Mangan, supra note 35 at 265–66 [footnote omitted]. See also British Columbia Strata Property Practice Manual, supra note 10 at § 15.4 (“A strata corporation’s obligation to insure is broader than its ownership rights and its duty to repair and maintain.”).

133. Subsidiary rationales for the insurance mandate include promoting economic efficiency and fairness among strata-lot owners. See Stevens v Simcoe Condominium Corp No 60 (1998), 42 OR (3d) 451 at 452, [1998] OJ No 5843 (QL) (Div Ct) [Stevens], the court (“The rationale for imposing the duty to obtain insurance on the corporation is to provide efficient means to ensure that all owners have adequate insurance at low cost and to avoid the risk of prejudice to other owners that would result if an owner failed to obtain insurance and was unable or unwilling to repair his premises at his own expense.” [citation omitted]).


135. Risk, supra note 5 at 57.

136. See Rohan, supra note 134 at 1048 (“The condominium dweller, however, is in a condition of structural and financial dependency, because he cannot unilaterally insure (and recover the proceeds necessary to restore) every segment of the building that may be essential to access and enjoyment of his particular unit. His interest being limited, and the facilities to be covered so vast and diversified, an individual could not hope to insure adequately without the aid of the association or a substantial number of his neighbors.” [footnotes omitted]). See also Fanaken, supra note 69 at 120 (“From a common sense perspective, it is not reasonable or logical to propose that each owner in a condominium, strata corporation should obtain and maintain their own
be guaranteed, obtaining it owner by owner would be the most expensive way to provide for insurance.\textsuperscript{137}

Authorizing the strata corporation to be exclusively responsible for insurance would avoid these problems. But, in their place, new ones would likely spring up. It would be very difficult for the strata corporation to account for individual variation in furnishing and outfitting strata lots.\textsuperscript{138} Individual owners would likely find it obtrusive and a diminishment of their ownership interests to have their choices for insurance coverage reduced to a single standard, imposed by the wishes of the majority.\textsuperscript{139}

So the model that emerged was a hybrid, which compelled the strata corporation to insure certain aspects of the complex but which also allowed for overlapping coverage between the strata corporation and the owners for other aspects.\textsuperscript{140} As one commentator put it, "[i]f any theme is revealed, it appears to be one of permissive duplication of coverage."\textsuperscript{141}

The emergence of this model has led to some perennial concerns for strata-property insurance provisions. These concerns may be summarized as compelling the legislation to do three things:

- mandating coverage in certain areas by the strata corporation;
- enabling coverage in other areas by the strata corporation and the strata-lot owners;\textsuperscript{142}

basic insurance. It would be chaotic, unreliable and likely not cost effective. The legislators, therefore, clearly envisioned a simple scheme whereby the strata corporation is shouldered with the duty to obtain and maintain insurance on behalf of its owners.").

\textsuperscript{137} See Rohan, \textit{supra} note 134 at 1047 ("The condominium unit is an integral part of a larger structure which may be insured most economically and conveniently as an entity. . . ." [footnote omitted]).

\textsuperscript{138} See Irwin Davis, "Condominium and the Strata Titles Act" (1966) 9:6 Can Bar J 469 at 485–86 ("Substantial structural changes or improvements to one apartment increasing its value, either will not be covered by the policy or will be paid for in part by the other owners under the blanket policy.").

\textsuperscript{139} See Rohan, \textit{supra} note 134 at 1061 ("The central attraction of the condominium to the purchaser is the concept of home ownership, albeit a home surrounded on all sides, above and below, by other homes. Consequently, the very sales psychology relied upon to attract buyers will operate to suggest the need for, or satisfaction of having, a policy of insurance." [footnote omitted]).

\textsuperscript{140} See \textit{ibid} at 1053–57.

\textsuperscript{141} \textit{Ibid} at 1055.

\textsuperscript{142} In British Columbia there is potentially a third actor at play in some strata properties, as sections
• managing any overlaps or gaps in coverage that may result.

These concerns are on full display in British Columbia’s legislation.

**Legislative History in British Columbia**

**Evolution of legislation through three generations of strata-property legislation**

British Columbia has had insurance provisions in its strata-property legislation right from the act’s inception in 1966. The development of these provisions has followed a familiar pattern, which has been observed in other subjects covered in this project.

At the outset, policymakers were aware of potential legal issues that needed to be addressed in the legislation but weren’t certain about being able to fill in all the details. As an early commentator on insurance provisions in strata-property legislation put it, “the lack of meaningful experience in this area suggests that improvisation is likely for several years.” With each major revision of the act, more and more parts of the legal framework have taken shape.

**First-generation act: 1966–74**

British Columbia’s first generation of strata-property legislation contained just one section on insurance. The bulk of this provision was concerned with mapping out where strata-lot owners are entitled to place insurance in addition to the insurance placed by the strata corporation.

**Second-generation act: 1974–2000**

The second-generation act also had only a single section on insurance, but its length and scope represented considerable expansions from the first-generation

---

are also enabled by the legislation to obtain insurance coverage. See *Strata Property Act, supra* note 3, s 194 (4) (“A section may obtain insurance only (a) against perils that are not insured by the strata corporation, or (b) for amounts that are in excess of amounts insured by the strata corporation.”).


144. See *Strata Titles Act, supra* note 23, s 15. An argument could be made that this act contained more than one section dealing with insurance, to the extent that enabling provisions for the purchase of insurance were listed among the general duties and powers of the strata corporation (see *ibid*, s 14 (1) (a)–(d)).

145. See *Strata Titles Act, supra* note 24.
act.\textsuperscript{146} This provision spelled out the mandate on strata corporations to obtain property insurance and enabled strata corporations to obtain other insurance. It also enabled the strata-lot owners to obtain insurance. Finally, the act began to address complex questions about the interrelation of strata-corporation and owners’ insurance and set out a procedure for dealing with cases in which a strata corporation decides not to repair property damage.

**Third-generation act: 2000–present**

The third-generation act, that is, the *Strata Property Act*, has a dedicated part (part 9) consisting of 13 sections dealing with insurance.\textsuperscript{147} So it’s not surprising that part 9 is considered to exceed the predecessor legislation in its level of detail and sophistication.\textsuperscript{148}

**The Strata Property Act’s Provisions on Insurance**

**Property insurance required for strata corporation**

**Scope of requirement**

The *Strata Property Act* requires strata corporations to have, at a minimum, two kinds of insurance.\textsuperscript{149} The first is property insurance, which must be placed on the following:

- common property;
- common assets;
- buildings shown on the strata plan; and

\textsuperscript{146} See *Strata Titles Act, ibid*, s 30. Over its time in force, this provision was ultimately divided into three sections. See *Condominium Act*, RSBC 1996, c 64, ss 54–56.

\textsuperscript{147} *Supra* note 3, ss 149–62. See also *Strata Property Regulation, supra* note 4, ss 9.1–9.3.

\textsuperscript{148} See Allyson Baker, “What a strata corporation needs to know about insurance?,” CHO Bulletin 600-004 (March 2014) at 1, online (pdf): *Condominium Home Owners Association of British Columbia* <www.choa.bc.ca/wp-content/uploads/pdf/600/600-004%20Insurance%20Sept%202014.pdf> [perma.cc/TZ74-BL54] (“Although insurance requirements have always formed a part of the legislation governing condominiums, Part 9 of the *Strata Property Act* (the Act), in conjunction with Part 9 of the *Strata Property Regulation* (the Regulation), spells out in greater detail the minimum types and levels of insurance that a Strata Corporation is required to obtain.”).

\textsuperscript{149} See *supra* note 3, ss 149–50.
• fixtures built or installed on a strata lot, if the fixtures are built or installed by the owner developer as part of the original construction on the strata lot.\textsuperscript{150}

\textbf{Definition of “fixtures”}

"Fixtures" (referred to in the last bullet point) is a term of art. To understand what is meant by it requires a short introduction to a corner of property law.

There’s a fundamental distinction in property law between land and personal property. In most cases, it’s clear whether an item of property is land or personal property (or a \textit{chattel}, to use the technical name). But sometimes the bright line dividing the two kinds of property can get fuzzy. Fixtures are an example of this phenomenon. If something that would ordinarily be classified as personal property is “sufficiently attached to the land [then it] may be transformed into a ‘fixture,’ thereby forming part of the realty.”\textsuperscript{151}

The common-law test for determining whether property is a fixture is complex.\textsuperscript{152} Legal academics and others have criticized it.\textsuperscript{153} So, probably in an effort to side-step the uncertainty over the meaning of \textit{fixtures}, the term is defined in the \textit{Strata Property Regulation}. Under the regulation (for the purposes of this section on property insurance and a later section on optional insurance coverage),\textsuperscript{154} \textit{fixtures} means "items attached to a building, including floor and wall coverings and electrical and plumbing fixtures, but does not include, if they can be removed without damage

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textit{Ibid. s 149 (1). The other kind of insurance that a strata corporation must have is liability insurance. See, below, at 36–37. Common property and common assets are defined terms. See, above, at 12–15 (discussion of the act’s definitions of common property and common assets).}
  \item Bruce Ziff, \textit{Principles of Property Law}, 6th ed (Toronto: Carswell, 2014) at 117 [footnote omitted].
  \item See \textit{ibid} at 118 (“The determination of whether a chattel has been transformed into a fixture is a matter of intention, objectively determined. That intention is ascertained by examining the degree and object (sometimes called purpose) of the annexation. When a chattel is attached to the land, however slightly, a rebuttable presumption is raised that the item has become a fixture. The extent of the attachment tends to affect the strength of that presumption. The presumption is reversed if the chattel is resting on its own weight; here, it will be presumed to remain a chattel. The sole ground for the rebuttal of these two presumptions is the object/purpose of annexation. The test is whether the purpose of attachment was (a) to enhance the land (which leads to a conclusion that a fixture exists); or (b) for the better use of the chattel as a chattel.” [footnotes omitted]).
  \item See \textit{ibid} at 119 (“Attempts to reconcile the case law relating to the application of the law of fixtures seem pointless.” [footnote omitted]).
  \item See \textit{Strata Property Act, supra} note 3, s 149 (2).
\end{itemize}
to the building, refrigerators, stoves, dishwashers, microwaves, washers, dryers or other items."

With this definition in place, the term *fixtures* ends up playing an important role in defining the limits of the property-insurance mandate on strata corporations. The strata corporation’s property insurance only must cover these fixtures "if the fixtures are built or installed by the owner developer as part of the original construction on the strata lot."

As a commentator notes, "[t]he key consideration is whether the fixture was installed at the time of original construction or during a unit owner’s subsequent renovations." If the fixture was installed by the owner-developer during the strata property’s original construction, then it’s embraced within the act’s mandate on strata corporations to obtain property insurance. If it wasn’t (because, for example, it’s an upgrade made by a subsequent strata-lot owner), then it’s not within the mandate’s scope.

How this dividing line may be located in practice is spelled out in an example given by another commentator:

> assume that a carpet was installed by the owner developer at the time of original construction. Damage to that carpet, clearly located in a strata lot, is the responsibility of the strata corporation insurer. However, if the strata lot owner replaces the carpet three years later with a better carpet or a hardwood floor, the strata corporation has no responsibility to insure that replacement flooring, because it is not a fixture installed as part of the original construction."

---

155. *Strata Property Regulation*, supra note 4, s 9.1 (1).


157. Note that not being within the mandate doesn’t mean that a strata corporation may never insure these fixtures. The act allows a strata corporation to place insurance on "fixtures built or installed on a strata lot that were not built or installed by the owner developer as part of the original construction on the strata lot" (supra note 3, s 152 (b)). See, below, at 37–39 (discussion of other insurance a strata corporation may obtain).

158. *British Columbia Strata Property Practice Manual*, supra note 10 at § 15.4. See also Baker, supra note 148 at 3 ("Owners should be aware that alterations and upgrades made by prior owners are also typically excluded from the Strata Corporation’s insurance coverage." [emphasis in original]).
This commentator also notes that, “[i]n practice, both insurers may contribute to the replacement or restoration costs, with the strata corporation’s insurer contributing to the extent of the value of the original carpeting and the strata lot owner’s policy contributing the balance.”\textsuperscript{159}

\textit{Full replacement value}

The strata corporation’s property insurance must be “on the basis of full replacement value.”\textsuperscript{160} \textit{Full replacement value} “is the current cost to replace the damaged item, without any deduction for depreciation or wear and tear.”\textsuperscript{161}

Although, strictly speaking, the act doesn’t require it, this section has the effect of making it strongly advisable for strata corporations to obtain an annual appraisal of the strata property.\textsuperscript{162} Otherwise, the strata corporation could end up being under-insured by failing to comply with this requirement that its property insurance be on a full-replacement-value basis.

\textit{Major perils}

The strata corporation’s property insurance must “insure against major perils... and any other perils specified in the bylaws.”\textsuperscript{163} \textit{Major perils} is defined in the regulation. It means “the perils of fire, lightning, smoke, windstorm, hail, explosion, water escape, strikes, riots or civil commotion, impact by aircraft and vehicles, vandalism and malicious acts.”\textsuperscript{164}

\textbf{Liability insurance required for strata corporation}

\textit{Description of the legislation}

The strata corporation must also have insurance “against liability for property damage and bodily injury.”\textsuperscript{165} “Liability insurance,” notes a commentator, “is intended to

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{159} \textit{British Columbia Strata Property Practice Manual}, supra note 10 at § 15.20.
  \item \textsuperscript{160} \textit{Strata Property Act}, supra note 3, s 149 (4) (a).
  \item \textsuperscript{161} \textit{British Columbia Strata Property Practice Manual}, supra note 10 at § 15.5.
  \item \textsuperscript{162} See \textit{ibid} (“What constitutes full replacement value can only be assessed by consulting a qualified insurance appraiser.”).
  \item \textsuperscript{163} See \textit{Strata Property Act}, supra note 3, s 149 (4) (b). See also \textit{British Columbia Strata Property Practice Manual}, supra note 10 at § 15.6 (“A ‘peril’ can be described as a cause of property damage.”).
  \item \textsuperscript{164} \textsuperscript{Supra} note 4, s 9.1 (2).
  \item \textsuperscript{165} \textit{Strata Property Act}, supra note 3, s 150 (1). See also \textit{British Columbia Strata Property Practice Manual}.
\end{itemize}
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defend and indemnify the insured with respect to claims brought against the insured for injury or damage to the person or property of a third party caused by an accident or negligence.”

The sources of such liability are wide-ranging. These sources and their potential to generate high-value claims will vary with the types of buildings that comprise the strata property and the activities carried on at the strata property.

The strata corporation’s liability insurance must provide coverage for at least $2,000,000. In cases in which both of the strata corporation’s mandated insurance policies may respond to a claim, “[m]ost policies require that a strata corporation must first call upon its property insurance before the corporation’s liability insurance responds to the claim.”

---

Manual, supra note 10 at § 15.9 (“The Act does not provide a definition of either [property damage or bodily injury]. However, both are usually defined terms in insurance policies. While the exact definition will vary by policy wording, from an insurance perspective, ‘property damage’ is typically defined as damage to tangible property, while ‘bodily injury’ is typically defined to include injuries, sickness, and disease.”).


167. See Thomas J Hakala, “Condominium Casualty and Liability Insurance” (1974) 48:4 St John’s L Rev 1112 at 1119 (“Sources of liability are not difficult to foresee. Besides the usual exposure to tort actions from ordinary licensees and invitees, the association may be subject to liability for injuries incurred in connection with everything from the negligent operation of condominium owned vehicles to product defects in food items dispensed from on-premises vending machines. In large developments equipped with swimming pools, restaurants, health clubs, and play areas, the sources of liability will be proportionately multiplied. It is apparent that in all cases the sources of liability extend well beyond the limits of personal conduct and care of the individual unit owner.” [footnotes omitted]).

168. See Bonnie S Elster, “Insurance and Strata Corporations,” in Strata Property—2006 Update, supra note 35 5.1.1 at 5.1.3 (“A strata corporation would be well advised to consider obtaining higher coverage limits, especially if it has recreation facilities, such as a swimming pool.”).

169. See Strata Property Act, supra note 3, s 150 (2); Strata Property Regulation, supra note 4, s 9.2. See also Baker, supra note 148 at 2 (“[l]ncreasing the amount of liability coverage from $2 million to some higher figure typically results in only a modest increase in premium and, as a result, most strata corporations obtain liability insurance coverage limits of at least $5 million. As the damages from a significant or catastrophic injury claim can exceed $2 million, strata corporations are well advised to consider obtaining higher coverage limits.”).

170. Mangan, supra note 35 at 253.
Other insurance a strata corporation may obtain

Description of the legislation

The Strata Property Act doesn’t place any limits on the insurance that a strata corporation may wish to obtain.\textsuperscript{171} Apart from the property insurance and liability insurance that strata corporations are mandated to obtain, there are many other kinds of insurance policies that may appeal to a given strata corporation.

One such policy is mentioned by name in the Strata Property Act. The act enables a strata corporation to obtain directors-and-officers coverage.\textsuperscript{172} “The purpose of D&O insurance,” explains a leading practice guide, “is to defend and indemnify where a claim has been made against a strata council member (typically by one or more strata lot owners or by the strata corporation itself) as a result of mismanagement or error in the exercise of the member’s duties on council.”\textsuperscript{173} Further, “[t]he insurance is intended to respond to negligence or ‘honest’ mistakes made by strata council members and therefore will not respond where the member has deliberately or recklessly caused a loss.”\textsuperscript{174}

The Strata Property Act also expressly enables strata corporations to obtain coverage, if they wish, for the following:

- a peril or liability of the strata corporation that is not referred to in section 149 [requiring strata corporation to have property insurance] or 150 [requiring strata corporation to have liability insurance];
- fixtures built or installed on a strata lot that were not built or installed by the owner developer as part of the original construction on the strata lot.\textsuperscript{175}

The first bullet point raises other kinds of insurance policies that a strata corporation may want to have. One commentator lists several kinds of policies as being among “common forms of optional coverage”:

\textsuperscript{171} See Baker, \textit{supra} note 148 at 4 (“The Act does not limit the Strata Corporation’s options with respect to insurance coverage.”).

\textsuperscript{172} See \textit{supra} note 3, s 151 (“The strata corporation may obtain and maintain errors and omissions insurance for council members against their liability and expenses for errors and omissions made in the exercise of their powers and performance of their duties as council members.”).

\textsuperscript{173} \textit{British Columbia Strata Property Practice Manual, supra} note 10 at § 15.11. See also \textit{Coleman v Great American Insurance Co}, 2010 BCSC 1796 (extensive consideration of strata corporation’s directors-and-officers policy).

\textsuperscript{174} \textit{British Columbia Strata Property Practice Manual, supra} note 10 at § 15.11.

\textsuperscript{175} \textit{Supra} note 3, s 152.
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- Boiler and machinery insurance (to respond to claims arising from the Strata Corporation’s boiler or other mechanical or electrical equipment);
- Crime insurance (to respond to claims for misappropriation of funds by the Strata Corporation’s agents and employees);
- Glass coverage;
  ...
- Pollution coverage.\textsuperscript{176}

This commentator notes that strata corporations may also rely on the act’s enabling provision for “expanding coverage to address common exclusions in property and liability policies”—citing coverage for “earthquakes or floods” as an example.\textsuperscript{177}

The second part of the enabling provision allows a strata corporation to obtain coverage for “fixtures built or installed on a strata lot that were not built or installed by the owner developer as part of the original construction on the strata lot.”\textsuperscript{178} This language ties into the legislative mandate to obtain property insurance, which is limited to those fixtures that \textit{were} built or installed by the owner-developer as part of the original construction on the strata lot. Here, the act is allowing a strata corporation to decide if it wants coverage in excess of what the mandate requires.\textsuperscript{179}

\textbf{Strata corporation has an insurable interest in property it must insure}

\textit{Description of the legislation}

“In Canada,” as an insurance-law textbook puts it, “an agreement which purports to be an insurance contract is not legally enforceable unless the insured has an insurable interest in the subject-matter of the insurance.”\textsuperscript{180}

This requirement is designed to achieve three goals, all of which flow from the larger objective of differentiating between a wager and an insurance contract: (1) to preserve the public policy against wagering; (2) to preserve the principle of indemnity (\textit{i.e.}, that the insured should not profit upon a loss occurring); and (3) to prevent the insured

\textsuperscript{176} Baker, supra note 148 at 5.
\textsuperscript{177} Ibid at 4.
\textsuperscript{178} Supra note 3, s 152 (b).
\textsuperscript{179} See, above, at 34–35 (discussion of the definition of \textit{fixtures} and its role in determining the scope of the legislative mandate).
\textsuperscript{180} Billingsley, supra note 124 at 35 [footnote omitted].
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from being tempted to destroy the insured property or to otherwise intentionally bring about the insured-against risk.\textsuperscript{181}

The tests for determining whether an insurable interest is present can vary with the type of insurance at issue.\textsuperscript{182} Here are the tests for property insurance and liability insurance, the two types of insurance that the act mandates a strata corporation to have:

- for property insurance, it’s necessary to have to have “moral certainty of advantage or benefit” from the property;\textsuperscript{183}
- for liability insurance, “[t]he risk insured in a liability insurance contract—liability to third parties—is itself an interest.”\textsuperscript{184}

In the strata-property field, the concerns raised by insurable interest relate mainly to property insurance. Even though a strata corporation is required to insure property that it doesn’t own,\textsuperscript{185} an argument could be made that it would have an insurable interest under the test for property insurance.\textsuperscript{186} But it’s far from absolutely certain that this argument would succeed in all cases.

Right from the inception of strata properties in the 1960s, commentators pointed out that the law on insurable interest could pose serious problems for any legislative model that relied on the strata corporation obtaining property insurance.\textsuperscript{187} Given the drastic consequences of running afoul the law on insurable interest, the \textit{Strata Property Act} removes the issue from the realm of argument by flatly declaring that “[t]he strata corporation has an insurable interest in any property insured under

\textsuperscript{181}. \textit{Ibid} at 35–36 [footnotes omitted].

\textsuperscript{182}. See Brown, supra note 1 at § 4.2.


\textsuperscript{184}. Brown, supra note 1 at § 4.2 (a) (iii).

\textsuperscript{185}. See \textit{Strata Property Act}, supra note 3, s 66 (“An owner owns the common property and common assets of the strata corporation as a tenant in common in a share equal to the unit entitlement of the owner’s strata lot divided by the total unit entitlement of all the strata lots.”).

\textsuperscript{186}. This argument could be based on the strata corporation’s duty to repair and maintain the common property and common assets. See \textit{Strata Property Act, ibid}, s 72. See also Rohan, supra note 134 at 1050.

\textsuperscript{187}. See Risk, supra note 5 at 57 (“The possibility that the association may acquire insurance raises the problem of insurable interest.” [footnote omitted]).
section 149 [property insurance required for strata corporation] or 152 [optional strata-corporation insurance].”188

**Strata corporation must review and report on insurance coverage**

*Description of the legislation*

The act imposes two administrative duties on the strata corporation, as a means to promote good governance and accountability to the owners. First, the strata corporation must “review annually the adequacy of the strata corporation’s insurance.”189 Second, it must “report on the insurance coverage at each annual general meeting.”190

**Named insureds include strata corporation, owners, tenants, and occupiers**

*Description of the legislation*

The act provides that “named insureds in a strata corporation’s insurance policy include” the following:

- the strata corporation;
- the owners and tenants from time to time of the strata lots shown on the strata plan; and
- the persons who normally occupy the strata lots.191

This provision applies “[d]espite the terms of the insurance policy.” It has two implications for insurance in a strata property. One is obvious; the other is subtle and more difficult to grasp.

188. Supra note 3, s 153.

189. See ibid, s 154 (a). See also Baker, supra note 148 at 8 (list of suggested “factors a Strata Corporation should take into account in undertaking the annual review”).

190. See supra note 3, s 154 (b).

191. Ibid, s 155.
**Clear identification of broad group of named insureds**

The obvious implication of this section is that it clearly sets out the broad group that makes up the named insureds in a strata corporation’s insurance policy. A named insured is simply “the person named in the contract of insurance as the insured.”

A named insured is entitled to a benefit under an insurance policy, if that named insured has a valid claim under it. So this provision makes the practical point that a broader group than just the strata corporation is potentially entitled to benefits under the policy. Or, to put it another way, simply because the strata corporation pays the insurance premium doesn’t mean that the benefits under the policy are limited to the strata corporation.

**The no-subrogation rule**

The subtler purpose of this provision is to establish what commentators have called the no-subrogation rule. In this way, the provision is helping to play an important role in bridging the divide between fundamental insurance-law and strata-property concepts.

Subrogation is “[t]he principle under which an insurer that has paid a loss under an insurance policy is entitled to all the rights and remedies belonging to the insured against a third party with respect to any loss covered by the policy.” Typically, the most important of these rights is “the right to sue a wrongdoer who caused the loss in question.” In this way, subrogation ties into some of the distinguishing principles of insurance law.

Courts have established that the main rationale of subrogation is to support the indemnity principle. As a leading case put it, “avoiding overpayment of the insured is

---

192. *AXA Insurance (Canada) v Old Republic Insurance Co* (1998), 38 OR (3d) 630 at 637, [1998] OJ No 918 (QL) (Ont Gen Div), Lax J. See also Mangan, *supra* note 35 at 228 (“A named insured is a person that the insurance policy designates as the insured, by contrast to someone who may be covered by the policy but who is not explicitly named.” [emphasis in original]).

193. See *British Columbia Strata Property Practice Manual*, *supra* note 10 at § 15.15 (“There is a common misconception among councils, strata managers, and strata lot owners that only the strata corporation itself is entitled to access the benefits of a strata corporation’s insurance policy.”).

194. See *ibid* at § 15.9; Dix, *supra* note 156 at 19–20.


197. See, above, at 28–29.
the basis for subrogation." Subrogation also supports the principle of good faith.

But subrogation isn’t an iron law that applies in all cases. Instead, as a commentator notes, the “law of subrogation is complex and provides for certain exceptions." An important "exception to the insurer’s right of subrogation occurs where the insured accidentally causes the loss in question."

How does this complex interplay of rule and exception apply to a strata property, which has its own complicated set of multiple ownership interests? A particular problem here is what to do with an owner who has caused damage to the owner’s strata lot and other strata lots or common property. An argument could be made that the basic principles of subrogation should protect this owner from a subrogated claim. But simply leaving the matter to be sorted out in accordance with those principles could lead to uncertainty and confusion. It would also impose unnecessary costs and unwanted litigation on the parties to insurance in the strata-property sector.

In order to avoid these problems, the Strata Property Act ensures that a broad group of people within a strata property have the benefit of being protected against subrogated claims. It achieves this result by declaring a list of persons to be named insureds. Because they are considered by law to be named insureds, strata corporations, strata-lot owners, tenants, and “the persons who normally occupy the strata lots” are brought within an exception to the law on subrogation.

---


199. See ibid (“reduces the moral risk of dishonesty by the insured”).


201. Ibid.


203. See Rohan, ibid at 1070.


205. Strata Property Act, supra note 3, s 155. See also Mangan, supra note 35 at 243 (“Suppose, for example, that an owner accidentally causes a loss covered by the strata corporation’s insurance, and the insurer then pays the strata corporation’s loss in accordance with the insurance policy, subject to any deductible and the policy limits. While normally the insurer could rely on the insurer’s right of subrogation to sue the wrongdoer, in this case, the insurer cannot. Why? Because the wrongdoer is an owner and by virtue of section 155 of the Strata Property Act, an owner is a named insured under the strata corporation’s insurance policy.”).
Payment and application of insurance money

Description of the legislation

If a strata corporation becomes entitled to a payment of insurance money under a policy, then the Strata Property Act requires that the money be paid in trust as follows:

- to the order of the insurance trustee designated by the bylaws, or
- if an insurance trustee is not designated, to the order of the strata corporation to be held in trust until paid out under section 157.

Section 157 requires that, when insurance money is received “with respect to damaged property,” that money must in the ordinary course be “used to repair or replace the damaged property without delay.”

The exception to section 157 is for cases in which the strata corporation decides not to repair or replace damaged property. Such a decision must be taken “by a resolution passed by a 3/4 vote at an annual or special general meeting held no later than 60 days after the receipt of the money referred to in section 156.”

If a resolution is passed under section 157, then the insurance trustee or strata corporation (as the case may be) holds the insurance money as trustee “for each person who has an interest in the money, including the holder of a registered charge.” The money must be distributed “according to each person’s interest” unless an interested person obtains a court order under the act’s extensive enabling provision.

206. See Insurance Act, supra note 9, s 1 “insurance money” (“means the amount payable by an insurer under a contract, and includes all benefits, surplus, profits, dividends, bonuses and annuities payable under the contract”).

207. Supra note 3, s 156.

208. Ibid, s 157.

209. Ibid, s 159 (1).

210. Ibid, s 159 (2).

211. Ibid, s 159 (2) (a).

212. Ibid, s 160 (“If the strata corporation decides not to repair or replace the damaged property and the strata plan is not cancelled, any of the following persons may apply to the Supreme Court for an order under this section: (a) an owner; (b) the holder of a registered charge against a strata lot; (c) an insurer of land shown on the strata plan; (d) any other person the court considers an appropriate person. (2) On application by a person referred to in subsection (1), the court may,
These provisions are legislative response to a problem identified early on: how to ensure that the various interests in a strata property—including mortgagees—are all given adequate protection in the application of insurance money.213

**Deductible**

*Insurance deductible is characterized as a common expense*

As a leading case once put it, the realities of the insurance market dictate that a strata corporation’s insurance “is invariably subject to a deductible.”214 A deductible is simply “the portion of the loss that the insured must pay” first before collecting any insurance money.215 “Insurers use deductibles,” as a commentator has explained, “to reduce their administration costs and obtain premium savings for policyholders.”216

As a starting place on the role deductibles play within the insurance system for strata properties, the act provides that “the payment of an insurance deductible in respect of a claim on the strata corporation’s insurance is a common expense.”217 This means that payment of an insurance deductible is presumptively something that all the owners are responsible for, “to be contributed to by means of strata fees.”218
Strata corporation may recover deductible payment from responsible owner

But the act doesn’t stop at characterizing an insurance deductible as a common expense. It goes on to provide that nothing about this characterization “limit[s] the capacity of the strata corporation to sue an owner in order to recover the deductible portion of an insurance claim if the owner is responsible for the loss or damage that gave rise to the claim.”219 This provision means that a responsible owner may ultimately end up being liable for an insurance deductible.

Like much of the framework for insurance in strata properties, this provision first appeared in the Strata Property Act. Its rationale has been described as clarifying the law. The subsection’s purpose was to “[set] out expressly what was not previously addressed by legislation, but was governed by common law.”220 The provision has also been described as determining liability for an insurance deductible “by analogy to the prevailing practice in the insurance industry, which is to shift the deductible portion of the loss to the party causing the loss as a means of controlling insurance claims and in accordance with the provisions of the bylaws and rules of the particular strata corporation.”221

Commentators have noted that this provision has effectively become a default provision.222 Court judgments interpreting the provision appear to have left the door open for strata corporations to become active in this area by amending their by-laws.223

219. Supra note 3, s 158 (2).
220. The Owners Strata Corporation VR2673 v Comissiona, 2000 BCSC 1240 at para 22 [Comissiona], Levine J.
221. Dix, supra note 156 at 26. On this point of insurance law’s approach to deductibles, it should be noted that nothing said earlier about the rule barring subrogated claims would apply to a strata corporation’s claim against an owner to recover an insurance deductible (see, above, at 42–43). See Mangan, supra note 35 at 243–44.
222. See Dix, supra note 156 at 26 (“There is no universal rule, however, and strata corporations may design their own particular scheme.”).
223. See Strata Plan LMS 2835 v Mari (8 December 2006), Vancouver 2004-05746 (BC Prov Ct), aff’d 2007 BCSC 740 [Mari]; Strata Plan VR360 v Jauhar, 2016 BCPC 238 [Jauhar]; Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Co v Keiran, 2007 BCSC 727 [Keiran]; Comissiona, supra note 220. See also Stevens, supra note 133 at 454 (“Finally, we would observe that from a policy point of view, we would reject the analysis of the motions court judge which has the effect of imposing a particular regime upon all condominiums. A significant feature of that scheme is the imposition of shared liability by the owners for all deductibles as the condominium corporation itself call only satisfy a liability imposed upon it by requiring the owners to contribute to the common expenses. The forced sharing of the deductible deprives the owners as a group of the disciplining effect a deductible has upon claims. While the effect of the result we reach is to open the possibility that claims will
What this has meant in practice is that a strata corporation may apparently choose to adopt an “indemnity bylaw.” The wording of this bylaw can have a significant practical effect on litigation over liability to pay an insurance deductible. As several court cases have revealed, many “indemnity bylaws” use words other than responsible to describe when an owner will be liable for a deductible. A commentator has explained that the leading cases have decided that “the word ‘responsible’ had a broader meaning than the legal concept of ‘causation’ (which would be required to prove negligence) . . .”

So while these bylaws have proved to be attractive to strata corporations, as they appear to hold out the prospect of establishing liability for an insurance deductible without the need for a court or tribunal proceeding, judgments have shown that references to terms like negligence can be enforced against a strata corporation, requiring it to clear a higher legal hurdle than mere responsibility to establish liability.

**Strata corporation approval not required for payment of deductible**

Finally, the legislation on insurance deductibles concludes by addressing strata-corporation decision-making. As an overriding rule, the act provides that “strata corporation approval is not required for a special levy or for an expenditure from the contingency reserve fund to cover an insurance deductible required to be paid

---


225. *Ibid* at § 15.25, citing *Mari*, supra note 223; *Jauhar*, supra note 223; *Keiran*, supra note 223; *Hamilton*, supra note 220.

226. See *British Columbia Strata Property Practice Manual*, supra note 10 at § 15.25 (“[M]ost strata corporations would prefer to avoid lawsuits and simply charge the amount claimed (be it the deductible or other insured amount) against the owner’s strata lot; in the absence of a bylaw, charging an owner to collect the uninsured amount may not be justifiable . . .”).

227. See *ibid* (“For example, if an indemnity bylaw adopted by the strata corporation refers to claims against an owner for only negligence or carelessness, a claim in strict liability against the owner may be precluded.”). See also *Strata Plan LMS 2446 v Morrison*, 2011 BCPC 519 [*Morrison*]. But see *Nacht*, supra note 115 at para 22 (casting doubt on the continued validity of the concluding clause in the text by stating the following questions of law to be determined in subsequent supreme-court proceeding: “(a) Can the by-laws of a strata corporation serve to narrow the application of s. 158(2) of the *Strata Property Act*, S.B.C. 1998, c. 43? . . . (c) Should the decision of the Provincial Court in *Strata Plan LMS 2446 v. Morrison*, 2011 BCPC 519 have application?”).
by the strata corporation to repair or replace damaged property.” This rule represents a departure from the act’s basic provisions on decision-making and governance, which generally call for special levies and payments out of the contingency reserve fund to be approved by a resolution passed by a 3/4 vote. The departure appears to be justified by the vital interest in having repairs done (recall that a deductible must be paid first, before any insurance money may flow to the strata corporation). But “[p]rior approval is necessary,” as a commentator notes, “where a strata corporation has previously decided, in accordance with the Strata Property Act, to not repair or replace the damaged property in question.”

**Owner’s insurance**

*Description of the legislation*

In addition to the strata corporation, a strata-lot owner is also entitled to obtain property and liability insurance. To address potential concerns about duplicating coverage obtained through the strata corporation’s insurance, the Strata Property Act deals with the scope of coverage available to an owner. Under the relevant provision, a strata-lot owner is entitled to “obtain and maintain insurance for any or all of the following”:

- loss or damage to the owner’s strata lot and the fixtures referred to in section 149 (1) (d)
  - against perils that are not insured by the strata corporation, and
  - for amounts that are in excess of amounts insured by the strata corporation;
- fixtures in the owner’s strata lot, other than the fixtures referred to in section 149 (1) (d);
- improvements to fixtures referred to in section 149 (1) (d);
- loss of rental value of the owner’s strata lot in excess of insurance obtained and maintained by the strata corporation;

---

228. *Supra* note 3, s 158 (3). This provision applies “[d]espite any other section of this Act or the regulations,” but doesn’t apply when the “strata corporation has decided not to repair or replace under section 159” (*ibid*, s 158 (3)). See also *Wong v The Owners, Strata Plan LMS 2461*, 2018 BCCRT 255 (provision doesn’t extend to special levy to top up contingency reserve fund after payment of insurance deductible).


230. See Mangan, *supra* note 35 at 240. See also *Strata Property Act, supra* note 3, ss 158 (3), 159.

231. See *ibid*, s 161.
• liability for property damage and bodily injury, whether occurring on the owner’s strata lot or on the common property.\textsuperscript{232}

The “fixtures referred to in section 149 (1) (d)” are “fixtures built or installed on a strata lot, if the fixtures are built or installed by the owner developer as part of the original construction on the strata lot,” with \textit{fixtures} defined in the regulation to mean “items attached to a building, including floor and wall coverings and electrical and plumbing fixtures, but does not include, if they can be removed without damage to the building, refrigerators, stoves, dishwashers, microwaves, washers, dryers or other items.”\textsuperscript{233}

The intent of this provision is to coordinate coverage between the strata corporation and strata-lot owners. It’s meant to avoid overcoverage or duplications in coverage. To achieve this result, the provision relies on the definition of \textit{fixtures} to act as a dividing line between the strata corporation’s property insurance and the owner’s insurance.\textsuperscript{234} As a commentator has noted, the “definition was designed to differentiate between ‘original’ and subsequently-installed fixtures, and was supposed to enable the property insurers of the strata corporation and the strata unit owner to better appreciate their respective indemnity obligations.”\textsuperscript{235}

\textit{Owners in bare-land strata plans}

The act provides that a strata-lot owner in a bare-land strata plan is entitled to “obtain and maintain insurance on buildings or fixtures built or installed on the strata lot.”\textsuperscript{236} This provision owes its existence to the special features of bare-land strata plans.\textsuperscript{237}

As the leading practice guide points out, “[t]he obligation of a strata corporation to insure strata lots in a bare land strata plan is more limited than is the case in a con-
This is because in most bare-land strata plans “[t]he dwellings and other buildings constructed on the strata lot are not depicted on the strata plan.” This fact takes them outside the scope of the legislative mandate on a strata corporation to obtain property insurance.239

In recognition of these limitations on the mandate placed on strata corporations, the act enables strata-lot owners in a bare-land strata plan to play a greater role in obtaining insurance.240 While there are practical considerations that set this arrangement apart from the typical case in which a strata corporation in a building strata plan places insurance,241 the legislation appears to generate results that meet the expectations of strata-lot owners in bare-land strata plans.242

238. British Columbia Strata Property Practice Manual, supra note 10 at § 15.4 [cross-reference omitted].

239. See Strata Property Act, supra note 3, s 149 (1) (c) (legislative mandate applying to “buildings shown on the strata plan”). The act also provides that the part of the mandate relating to “fixtures built or installed on a strata lot, if the fixtures are built or installed by the owner developer as part of the original construction on the strata lot” doesn’t apply to a bare-land strata plan (see ibid, s 149 (3)). All this said, on paper a strata corporation should be able to insure buildings on a strata lot in a bare-land strata plan under its power to obtain “optional” insurance (see ibid, s 152). But see British Columbia Strata Property Practice Manual, supra note 10 at § 15.27 (noting that a strata corporation that obtained such insurance would find it to be a poor fit with its legislative duty to repair and maintain property in a bare-land strata plan).

240. See supra note 3, s 161 (2) (“Despite this Act, the Insurance Act or any other law, an owner of a strata lot in a bare land strata plan may obtain and maintain insurance on buildings or fixtures built or installed on the strata lot.”).

241. See British Columbia Strata Property Practice Manual, supra note 10 at § 15.27 (“With strata lots not typically covered by a bare land strata corporation’s insurance policy, the policy is left to cover the common property only. Strata corporations should bear in mind that the common property associated with a bare land strata plan often includes roadways, fences, sewers, and other services and utilities, and that the availability of insurance for these items must be explored when obtaining the corporation’s insurance coverage.”).

242. See British Columbia Strata Property Practice Manual, ibid (“Many bare land strata lots are sold by the owner developer as undeveloped lots, which are then developed by the owner of the lot. This arrangement can lead to great variation in the sizes, configurations, and materials used in the construction of the dwellings. As the original owner has much more control over the structures built on the strata lot than in a conventional strata plan, requiring the owner, rather than the strata corporation, to insure the structures avoids significant disparities that could arise, given that common expenses are usually divided equally by the number of strata lots (unit entitlements for a bare land strata plan are often set at one for each strata lot).” [cross-reference omitted]).
Contribution

Description of the legislation

Part 9 concludes with a provision that attempts to manage the competing claims that may arise against a strata corporation’s and an owner’s insurance. This provision overrides any contrary terms in an insurance policy with respect to contributions in two situations:

- first, “neither the strata corporation’s insurance policy nor an owner’s insurance policy is liable to be brought into contribution with another policy unless the other policy is issued on the same property”;\(^{243}\)

- second, “neither the strata corporation’s insurance policy nor the owner’s insurance policy is ‘other insurance’ in relation to another policy unless the other policy is issued on the same property.”\(^{244}\)

“Other insurance” is a term of art that refers to “a clause in the insurance contract which redefines the policy coverage where other insurance is in place for a given loss.”\(^{245}\)

---

243. Supra note 3, s 162 (a).
244. Ibid, s 162 (b).
245. Billingsley, supra note 124 at 338–39, noting also that “[t]he intended effect of such an ‘other insurance’ clause is to limit the insurer’s indemnity obligation where another insurance policy covers the loss, such that the threshold requirement of overlapping coverage between the policies is not met” (ibid at 339).
Chapter 4. Issues for Reform

Introduction

The committee examined each of the provisions of part 9 of the *Strata Property Act* for potential issues for reform. Looking deeper, it delved into commentary on the act. The committee’s research also led it to make comparisons with legislation on strata properties and insurance in force elsewhere in Canada. Finally the committee examined recent reform work in Alberta and Ontario. Both of those provinces have recently completed major projects, which featured some consideration of emerging issues in insurance for strata properties.

As a result of this review, the committee decided to focus attention on issues for reform in the following areas:

- the insurance mandate;
- insurance deductibles;
- named insureds; and
- reporting and administration.

The committee also decided to explore one question for discussion, regarding the idea of a legislative standard unit. While the committee wasn’t ready to make a tentative recommendation on this topic, it is interested in responses to the idea.

Issues for Reform—The Insurance Mandate

The core of part 9 of the act is the insurance mandate—that is, the legislative requirement that strata corporations must obtain property and liability insurance.

246. See *supra* note 3, ss 149–62.

247. See *supra* note 30 (list of Canadian strata-property legislation).


This insurance mandate has been a feature of the legislation since the advent of the first-generation act in 1966 (for property insurance). With the enactment of the Strata Property Act the mandate was expanded to include liability insurance. The overriding question for the committee in this part of the consultation paper is whether the mandate requires further expansion to address new areas of concern or perils currently not covered by it.

Should the Strata Property Act require strata corporations to obtain directors-and-officers insurance?

Brief description of the issue

In the strata-property field, directors-and-officers insurance is "[i]nsurance that provides coverage for members of [strata councils] against ‘wrongful acts,’ which might include actual or alleged errors, omissions, misleading statements, and neglect or breach of duty on the part of the [strata council]." Commentators have stressed the importance of directors-and-officers insurance coverage. The Strata Property Act pays some heed to this point, by enabling strata corporations to purchase this coverage.

Equivalent legislation in other parts of Canada goes even further than the Strata Property Act. Four provinces' acts mandate directors-and-officers insurance for strata corporations. In view of the acknowledged importance of this type of coverage,

---

250. See supra note 23, s 14 (1) (a) (“The duties of the strata corporation include the following: (a) to insure and keep insured the building to the replacement value thereof against fire and other risks as may be prescribed under this Act, unless the owners by unanimous or special resolution otherwise resolve . . . .”).

251. See supra note 3, s 150. An enabling provision specifically mentioning liability insurance was a part of the second-generation act (see supra note 24, s 30 (1) (b)).


253. See Mangan, supra note 35 at 253 (“As a practical matter, however, D&O insurance is necessary for strata council members.”).

254. See supra note 3, s 151.

255. See Alberta: Condominium Property Act, supra note 30, s 47 (7) (“In addition to placing and maintaining insurance under subsection (1), a corporation shall place and maintain insurance against the following: (a) any liability incurred by a member of the board or an officer of the corporation arising out of any action or omission of the member or officer with respect to carrying out the functions and duties of a member or officer except as a result of a failure to comply with section 28(2); (b) any liability incurred by the corporation arising out of any action or omission of a member of the board or an officer of the corporation with respect to carrying out the functions and duties of a member or officer”); Saskatchewan: The Condominium Property Act,
should British Columbia follow these provinces’ lead and add directors-and-officers insurance to its legislative mandate?

Discussion of options for reform

The options considered for this issue boiled down to two: either add directors-and-officers coverage to the insurance mandate or retain the status quo.

The case for treating directors-and-officers insurance like property and liability insurance rests on recognizing that it too provides coverage for a significant area of vulnerability for strata corporations. The act provides that a strata corporation functions through its council.256 In this role, council members are often faced with making difficult decisions, which must meet the requisite standard of care.257 In the absence of directors-and-officers coverage, the individuals who make up the strata council may be personally on the hook for errors and omissions. If they lack the resources to cover any losses, then the strata corporation and its constituent owners (the parties that are most likely to have claims against council members)258 could find themselves suffering costly losses.

1993, supra note 30, s 65 (9) [a] (iii)–(iv) (“The corporation shall obtain and maintain: (a) insurance against its liability . . . (iii) incurred by a member of the board or an officer of the corporation arising out of any act or omission of the member or officer with respect to carrying out the functions and duties of the member or officer unless it is shown that the member or officer acted in bad faith; and (iv) incurred by it arising out of any act or omission of a member of the board or an officer of the corporation with respect to carrying out the functions and duties of the member or officer”); Manitoba: The Condominium Act, supra note 30, s 187 (2) (“A condominium corporation must obtain and maintain insurance for (a) any liability incurred by a director or officer arising out of any act or omission by him or her with respect to carrying out his or her functions and duties, except liability that results from a breach of his or her duty to act honestly and in good faith with a view to the best interests of the corporation; and (b) any liability incurred by the corporation arising out of any act or omission of a director or officer with respect to carrying out his or her functions and duties.”); Ontario: Condominium Act, 1998, supra note 30, s 39 (“If the insurance is reasonably available, a corporation shall purchase and maintain insurance for the benefit of a director or officer against the matters described in clauses 38 (1) (a) and (b) except insurance against a liability, cost, charge or expense of the director or officer incurred as a result of a breach of the duty to act honestly and in good faith.”).

256. See supra note 3, ss 4 (“The powers and duties of the strata corporation must be exercised and performed by a council, unless this Act, the regulations or the bylaws provide otherwise.”), 26 (“Subject to this Act, the regulations and the bylaws, the council must exercise the powers and perform the duties of the strata corporation, including the enforcement of bylaws and rules.”).

257. See ibid, s 31 (“In exercising the powers and performing the duties of the strata corporation, each council member must (a) act honestly and in good faith with a view to the best interests of the strata corporation, and (b) exercise the care, diligence and skill of a reasonably prudent person in comparable circumstances.”).

258. See British Columbia Strata Property Practice Manual, supra note 10 at § 15.11.
A mandate for directors-and-officers coverage could also have benefits outside the insurance sphere. It might help with recruitment of strata-council members, who may be reassured to know that the legislation requires this coverage.

The disadvantages of this proposed reform are that it could impose added costs on strata corporations and would limit their flexibility to make decisions on insurance coverage. Very small strata corporations, in particular, might struggle with an addition to the act’s insurance mandate.

These considerations could give support to the status quo. The current provision could be seen as striking the right balance by enabling, but not requiring, directors-and-officers insurance. In this way, it helps bring awareness to the issue, without binding strata corporations to a single solution.

The committee’s tentative recommendation for reform

While the committee understood the concerns regarding added costs and rigidity, it decided that adding directors-and-officers coverage to the insurance mandate would on balance benefit the strata-property sector. The committee accepted the view that a lack of this coverage could leave a strata corporation and its strata council vulnerable to significant losses.

In view of the special position of very small strata corporations, the committee discussed proposing an exemption that would apply to them. While it may be possible to design such an exemption the committee wasn’t convinced of the wisdom of this approach. Even small strata corporations may be exposed to losses in this area. They may also find it more difficult to recover from a loss.

The committee also understands the directors-and-officers insurance is relatively inexpensive, which limits the concerns about its ongoing cost to strata corporations.

Finally, the committee understands that, under the current legislation, the vast majority of strata corporations have opted to have directors-and-officers coverage. In the committee’s view, it’s worthwhile to have the legislation close off the remaining gap. The fact that the majority of strata corporations should not notice a difference from a change in the law was seen as a benefit for this proposal, as it would limit any potential disruption flowing from reform.

The committee tentatively recommends:

1. The Strata Property Act should require a strata corporation to obtain directors-and-officers insurance.
What amount of coverage should a strata corporation be required to obtain for its mandated directors-and-officers insurance?

Brief description of the issue

This issue flows from the previous one. Having decided that the Strata Property Act's insurance mandate should include directors-and-officers insurance, the committee realized that a logical follow-up question would involve its views on the amount of that coverage.

Discussion of options for reform

Proposals in response to this issue could be limitless. The issue calls for commitment to a specific number. The number should provide reasonable guidance to strata corporations on the level of coverage needed. It should be in an area in which adequate coverage is available but overcoverage is avoided.

The committee’s tentative recommendation for reform

In the committee’s view, the number that would meet these criteria is $2,000,000. This number matches the minimum amount of liability coverage that a strata corporation must obtain.259

The committee tentatively recommends:

2. For the purposes of section 151 of the Strata Property Act, the strata corporation must obtain and maintain directors-and-officers insurance for a minimum amount of $2,000,000.

Should the definition of “major perils” in the Strata Property Regulation be amended to include earthquakes?

Brief description of the issue

The legislative mandate to insure property requires a strata corporation to “insure against major perils, as set out in the regulations."260 The regulations contain a list of

259. See Strata Property Regulation, supra note 4 s 9.2.
260. Strata Property Act, supra note 3, s 149 (4) (b).
perils that make up its definition of major perils.261 The list is long, but it isn’t comprehensive. As one commentator has noted, “[e]arthquake coverage is probably the most notable omission from the list of major perils mandated by the Act.”262

Since earthquakes pose a real threat to property in much of British Columbia, should the list of major perils that a strata corporation must insure against be expanded to include earthquakes?

Discussion of options for reform

This issue poses a yes-or-no question similar to that at the heart of the previous issue relating to directors-and-officers coverage. The rationale for bringing earthquakes within the mandate is that they represent an area of significant vulnerability for strata properties. Further, strata corporations might not always appreciate the risks posed by earthquakes.

Discussions of earthquakes in British Columbia tend to revolve around the looming danger of a generational catastrophic event. While such an earthquake would be devastating (and may be inevitable), it’s also worth noting that British Columbia is regularly subject to smaller-scale earthquakes. The damage created by these earthquakes may escape public notice because it isn’t widespread. That said, a relatively small earthquake could easily cause significant damage to any strata properties unlucky enough to be located near its epicenter.

The downsides of mandating earthquake coverage are the added costs and reduced flexibility such requirements impose on strata corporations. Earthquake insurance may be an expensive additional cost for strata corporations with high deductible values. Depending on their location, geology, proximity to water and slope-failure risks, and type of construction, and the complex exclusions contained within policies, the view of the committee is each strata corporation should in their own interest assess the cost, risk, and the exclusions to determine if they purchase earthquake coverage.

The threat posed by earthquakes isn’t distributed evenly across British Columbia. While coastal areas (for example) are at significant risk, other parts of the province aren’t so dangerously exposed. Strata corporations in these areas might resent being required to purchase coverage for a risk they could rightly perceive as minimal.

261. See supra note 4, s 9.1 (2) (“the perils of fire, lightning, smoke, windstorm, hail, explosion, water escape, strikes, riots or civil commotion, impact by aircraft and vehicles, vandalism and malicious acts”).

Finally, requiring earthquake coverage would take the decision out of strata corporations’ hands. Many strata corporations already have earthquake coverage. An argument could be made that strata corporations are better placed than legislators to decide on this facet of insurance.

The committee’s tentative recommendation for reform

The committee wrestled with this issue, noting that there are good arguments on both sides of it.

The committee was concerned about mandating insurance coverage in areas that are at a low risk of having an earthquake. While on paper it might be possible to have the mandate apply only in certain parts of the province, this solution struck the committee as unappealing. It would complicate application of the act.

In the end, the committee concluded that the decision to obtain earthquake coverage should continue to rest with strata corporations. The committee noted that many strata councils already do obtain this coverage. It also noted that there are avenues for the ownership to direct a council to obtain such coverage.

The committee tentatively recommends:

3. The definition of “major perils” in the Strata Property Regulation should not be amended to include earthquakes.

Should the definition of “major perils” in the Strata Property Regulation be amended to include overland flooding?

Brief description of the issue

Just as earthquakes are one significant peril not currently included in the regulation’s definition of major perils, so overland flooding is a peril that also finds itself outside this definition. Should the definition be expanded to include overland flooding?

263. See Strata Property Act, supra note 3, s 27 (1) (“The strata corporation may direct or restrict the council in its exercise of powers and performance of duties by a resolution passed by a majority vote at an annual or special general meeting.”). Note also that a strata corporation that had amended its bylaws to list earthquakes as a peril to be insured against would also have to obtain earthquake coverage (see ibid, s 149 (4) (b)).

264. See supra note 4, s 9.1 (2).
Discussion of options for reform

The options for this issue are similar to those discussed in the preceding issue.

Like earthquakes, floods are cause for concern in many parts of British Columbia. They can be devastating to property. So this is another area of vulnerability for many strata properties, which may call for extension of mandatory coverage.

But the downsides of requiring coverage is that it will come with costs and it will bind strata corporations across the province. Strata corporations that perceive themselves not to be at risk for flooding could resent having to pay for coverage.

The committee’s tentative recommendation for reform

The committee’s consideration of this issue took on many of the points considered previously in relation to earthquake coverage. Similar to the committee’s decision on earthquake coverage, the committee decided that coverage for overland flooding shouldn’t be required. In the committee’s view, there is too much variation in the exposure of strata corporations to flood damage to make it part of the legislative mandate. Further, those strata corporations that are most at risk appear to be largely deciding to acquire this coverage.

The committee tentatively recommends:

4. The definition of “major perils” in the Strata Property Regulation should not be amended to include overland flooding.

Issues for Reform—Insurance Deductibles

Introduction

In a nutshell, the Strata Property Act makes two points about insurance deductibles: (1) an insurance deductible “is a common expense to be contributed to by means of strata fees”; and (2) nothing about this characterization as a common expense “limit[s] the capacity of the strata corporation to sue an owner in order to recover the deductible portion of an insurance claim if the owner is responsible for the loss or damage that gave rise to the claim.” Although the legislation doesn’t mention strata-corporation bylaws, an unstated third point that should be borne in mind is that many strata corporations have adopted indemnity bylaws. These bylaws purport to assign liability for an insurance deductible to a responsible owner. In many cases,

265. Supra note 3, s 158. See also, above, at 45–48 (general discussion of insurance deductibles for strata properties).
the language of such bylaws uses words other than responsibility. For example, many refer to a negligent owner. This wording sets a different standard for liability than that found in the statute, which will govern in any strata corporation with such a bylaw.266

The bulk of the case law dealing with strata properties and insurance involves applying this section.267 Claims relating to the recovery of an insurance deductible from a strata-lot owner have also appeared repeatedly in decisions of the Civil Resolution Tribunal.268 In addition, some commentators have harshly criticized the section and its interpretation by the courts and application by strata corporations, with one calling the provision “one of the most misunderstood sections of the Strata Property Act.”269

There is similar legislation in force in most of the provinces and territories of Canada.270 In Alberta and Ontario, this legislation has attracted the attention of law reformers.271 Commentators have noted that a major factual cause of the litigation over insurance deductibles has been rising deductibles, especially for claims involv-

266. See, above, at 46–47. But see Nacht, supra note 115 (allowing appeal from Civil Resolution Tribunal on questions of law concerning effect of indemnity bylaws and precedential value of Morrison, supra note 227).

267. See Mari, supra note 223; Jauhar, supra note 223; Keiran, supra note 223; Comissiona, supra note 220; Morrison, supra note 227.


269. Fanaken, supra note 69 at 124.

270. See Alberta: Condominium Property Amendment Act, 2014, supra note 30, s 55 (amending section 81 of the Condominium Property Act, supra note 30, by repealing para (h) and substituting new para (h), which will enable regulations addressing insurance-deductible issues—not in force); Saskatchewan: The Condominium Property Act, 1993, supra note 30, ss 65 (5)–(7); Manitoba: The Condominium Act, supra note 30, s 193 (1)–(2); Ontario: Condominium Act, 1998, supra note 30, s 105 (as amended by Protecting Condominium Owners Act, 2015, supra note 30, s 91); Nova Scotia: Condominium Act, supra note 30, s 35 (9); Newfoundland and Labrador: Condominium Act, 2009, supra note 30, s 58; Northwest Territories and Nunavut: Condominium Act, supra note 30, s 22 (1.2)–(1.4).

271. See Alberta Report, supra note 248 at 35–44; Ontario Stage Two Report, supra note 249 at 24–25, 27; Ontario Stage One Report, supra note 249 at 28.

273. See supra note 18 at 49–54. See also Strata Property Act, supra note 3, s 116.

274. See supra note 18 at 54 (tentative recommendation no. (31): “The Strata Property Act should not enable a strata corporation to register a lien on an owner’s strata lot for amounts owing with respect to a charge back for an insurance deductible or expenses incurred due to damage which are less than an insurance deductible, even if the charge back has been found valid by a court or the Civil Resolution Tribunal.”).
Should the Strata Property Act expressly assign responsibility for an insurance deductible to a responsible owner?

Brief description of the issue

The Strata Property Act’s provisions on insurance deductibles have created uncertainty and litigation. In part, this is the natural result of a system that appears (1) to rely in large part on a third-party decision-maker to establish liability (by calling on a strata corporation to “sue an owner” to establish liability) and (2) to implicitly invite strata corporations to vary the standard at which liability will be imposed by amending their bylaws.275

Similar issues were at play in Ontario’s project on reforming its strata-property law. After noting concerns that Ontario’s act was “unclear about who pays the corporation’s deductible for the damaged property,” it was recommended that “[t]he Act should provide that an owner is responsible for repair costs or the deductible under the corporation’s insurance policy, whichever is lower, as a result of damage to other units or the common elements caused by an act or omission by the unit’s owner or resident.”276

Should British Columbia adopt a similar approach as a way to dispel uncertainty and potentially reduce litigation over insurance deductibles?

Discussion of options for reform

The advantages of adopting a proposal like the one discussed in Ontario were hinted at in the framing of this issue. The main virtue of the proposal is that it would lend “greater clarity” to the law.277 The space that the current law has seemingly provided for strata-corporation bylaws to occupy has created much of the present uncertainty. That space would effectively be closed off, as an express legislative assignment of responsibility would eliminate the rationale for these bylaws. This would bring a measure of certainty and consistency to the law.

It would also likely have the effect of cutting down on litigation over insurance deductibles. Litigation tends to thrive on uncertainty. And, in this case, the need for litigation is given a boost by the express reference in the current provision to suing a responsible owner. Doing away with that reference and setting out a legislative

275. See Strata Property Act, supra note 3, s 158 (1)–(2).
276. Ontario Stage Two Report, supra note 249 at 27.
277. Ibid.
standard for liability should significantly reduce the incentive to litigate issues concerning insurance deductibles.

Finally, it’s worth noting that versions of this proposal have been adopted in other jurisdictions. In addition to Ontario, Saskatchewan and Manitoba have legislation on this point.

A potential downside of this proposal is the effect it could have on some owners. It’s clear that many strata corporations in British Columbia have property insurance with some very high deductibles, particularly for water damage. These deductibles may be the result of claims history, market conditions, or simply the realities of living in a large, high-rise building. A responsible owner who ends up on the hook for such a deductible could be faced with a crippling debt, one that is out of proportion with what a typical homeowner in a single-family home would ever have to face. An argument could be made that such strata-lot owners are being confronted with something that goes beyond the acknowledged purposes of an insurance deductible,

278. See Condominium Act, 1998, supra note 30, s 105 (3) (“if an owner, a lessee of an owner, a person residing in the owner’s unit with the permission or knowledge of the owner, or any other person or thing that is prescribed, through an act or omission causes damage to a unit, the common elements or the assets, if any, of the corporation, subject to subsection (3), and if the corporation has obtained and maintained coverage for the damage under an insurance policy, the amount that is the lesser of the cost of repairing the damage and the deductible limit of the insurance policy shall be added to the contribution to the common expenses payable for the owner’s unit”).

279. See The Condominium Property Act, 1993, supra note 30, s 65 (“(5) Subject to subsection (6), if an insurance policy obtained by the corporation in accordance with this section contains a deductible clause that limits the amount payable by the insurer, the portion of a loss that is excluded from coverage is a common expense. (6) If the owner of a unit, or a person residing in the owner’s unit with the permission or knowledge of the owner, through an act or omission causes damage to a unit, the amount determined pursuant to subsection (7) may be added to the common expenses payable by the owner of that unit. (7) For the purposes of subsection (6), the amount is the lesser of: (a) the cost of repairing the damage to the unit; and (b) the deductible limit of the insurance policy obtained by the corporation.”).

280. See The Condominium Act, supra note 30, s 193 (“(1) Subject to subsection (2), if an insurance policy obtained or maintained by a condominium corporation contains a deductible clause that limits the amount payable by the insurer, the portion of a loss that is excluded from coverage is a common expense. (2) If (a) damage to a unit or the common elements results from an act or omission of a unit owner or by (i) a tenant or other occupant of his or her unit, or (ii) a person permitted to be on the property by the unit owner or by a tenant or other occupant of his or her unit; and (b) the unit owner has the duty under section 182 to repair after damage; the cost of repairing the damage, to the extent of the deductible limit under the condominium corporation’s insurance policy, may be added to the common expenses payable in respect of the owner’s unit.”).
which are usually seen as devices to weed out small-value nuisance claims and to crack down on the potential for fraud.281

Another disadvantage could flow from what might typically be seen as one of the strengths of the proposal. One of the proposal’s goals is to cut down on needless litigation by providing a clear legislative allocation of responsibility for the deductible. In some cases, though, this authorization could encourage strata corporations to overreach, leaving owners vulnerable to claims of questionable merit. This could lead to more litigation, which would be particularly frustrating from the owner’s point of view.

Finally, the proposal would limit strata corporations’ flexibility. The current law appears to allow strata corporations some latitude in dealing with insurance deductibles by amending their bylaws. This latitude may be used in some cases to tailor provisions that conform to a strata corporation’s unique features. This flexibility has been lauded in at least one court case.282

The committee’s tentative recommendation for reform

In the committee’s view, good points may be made on both sides of this issue. On balance, the committee favoured the proposal to amend the act and expressly assign responsibility for an insurance deductible to a responsible owner. The current law appears to give strata corporations some flexibility in managing this issue, but unfortunately that flexibility has brought with it uncertainty and conflict. Adopting a consistent standard in legislation should dispel that uncertainty and cut down on the amount of litigation over insurance deductibles.

281. But note that there have been remarks in the case law and commentary speculating that a strata corporation that places insurance with a high deductible could be vulnerable to the argument that it has failed to comply with the legislative requirement to obtain insurance. See Stevens, supra note 133 at 454 (“We would add that if the deductible was excessive, it could be argued that the corporation had failed in its duty to obtain insurance.”); British Columbia Strata Property Practice Manual, supra note 10 at § 15.24 (“[A] failure by the strata corporation to obtain the lowest possible deductible in the circumstances may provide a defence to an owner where the strata corporation is seeking to claim the deductible amount against an owner.”).

282. See Stevens, supra note 133 at 454 (“While the effect of the result we reach is to open the possibility that claims will be made as between owners for the deductible, a condominium may avoid that result if it wishes to do so by making appropriate provision in its declaration, by-laws or rules. It seems to us preferable to leave the question of liability for deductible to be determined in this way so that condominium owners are able to design a scheme appropriate to their particular needs.”).
The committee tentatively recommends:

5. Section 158 of the Strata Property Act should be amended to allow a strata corporation to decide to charge back to an owner, if the owner is responsible for the loss or damage that gave rise to the claim, the lesser of the following amounts: (a) the cost of repairing the loss or damage; (b) the deductible limit of the insurance claim.

Should the Strata Property Act require strata-lot owners to have insurance that covers payment of a deductible under a strata-corporation policy?

Brief description of the issue

There are real concerns that rising insurance deductibles could harm strata-lot owners. This potential for harm might even be exacerbated by the previous tentative recommendation. One response to this harm might be to encourage what many strata-lot owners have already done: take out their own insurance against the prospect of having to pay the strata corporation’s deductible.

A proposal for legislation to implement this requirement was considered recently in Alberta. As part of its law-reform project, Service Alberta asked “[s]hould the Act require unit owners to get condominium unit owners’ insurance that also covers the payment of any deductible the owner may be required to pay on a claim made under the corporation’s insurance policy?”283

Discussion of options for reform

The main advantage to this proposed reform is that it provides a practical means to support the broader reforms that the committee is contemplating for insurance deductibles in strata properties. Those reforms could be severely undercut if they were to depend, in the face of rising deductibles, on strata-lot owners paying out of their own pockets. Insurance for owners is an effective way to help ensure that the system works for all.

In addition, requiring owners to obtain this insurance likely wouldn’t be a radical departure from the current situation. Many owners already have such insurance, either because they have decided independently to obtain it or because it is one of the conditions imposed through a mortgage.

283. Supra note 248 at 43–44.
The main downside of this proposal is that it could prove to be difficult to enforce. It would likely be a challenge for a strata corporation to know whether or not an owner had such insurance. But even if it did, there may be relatively few effective means to compel an owner to carry insurance against a deductible claim. But without an effective enforcement mechanism, any legislative provision could end up being nothing more than a paper tiger.

The proposal would also have the effect of imposing some costs on strata-lot owners and limiting some of their freedom to act. Strata-lot owners who live in strata properties with relatively small insurance deductibles might resent this mandate for these reasons.

**The committee’s tentative recommendation for reform**

The committee decided that mandating this insurance coverage for owners would be a useful way to shore up its broader reforms for insurance deductibles and to provide needed protection for strata-lot owners and strata corporations alike. The committee was concerned about the problem of enforcing such a requirement. In its view, the best way to ensure compliance is to make the requirement a part of the standard bylaws for strata corporations. This approach might also address some of the concerns about the rigidity of requiring owners to purchase insurance, as it leaves open the prospect that a strata corporation might decide to amend its bylaws and remove the requirement.

The committee tentatively recommends:

6. *A new standard bylaw should be added to the Schedule of Standard Bylaws that requires a strata-lot owner to have insurance that covers payment of a deductible under a strata-corporation policy.*

**Issue for Reform—Named Insureds**

The *Strata Property Act* lists the people who are considered to be named insureds in a strata corporation’s insurance policy. The primary purpose of the provision containing this list is to extend protection to the strata corporation, strata-lot owners, tenants, and occupants of a strata lot (the listed named insureds) from being sued by an insurer having a subrogated claim.284

---

284. See supra note 3, s 155. See also, above, at 41–43 (further discussion of section 155 and the no-subrogation rule).
This provision (section 155 of the act) was flagged for consideration in phase one of this project. At that time, it was noted that the supreme court’s recent decision in the Economical Mutual case had caused some public anxiety and concern. As a brief discussion of the case reveals, this anxiety didn’t relate to the provisions main purpose (articulating the no-subrogation rule) but rather related to a subsidiary issue: the scope of insurance coverage afforded to a named insured.

Economical Mutual involved a lawsuit for damages commenced by “three infant plaintiffs” against the owner of a strata lot “who [was] alleged to be liable for negligence as a social host.” The plaintiffs were injured in a motor-vehicle accident, which occurred after a guest at a party held at the owner’s strata lot left the party and "allegedly caused a motor vehicle accident when his vehicle collided with a vehicle" in which the plaintiffs were travelling. The lawsuit alleged that the owner was “negligent because he failed to supervise the amount of alcohol [the driver] was served and consumed at the gathering, and he failed to take steps to ensure that upon leaving the gathering [the driver] would not operate a motor vehicle.”

The owner was insured “under a homeowner’s policy issued by Economical.” In this application, Economical asked for “a declaration that [Aviva, the strata corporation’s insurer] is obliged to participate in the defence of claims.”

The court denied Economical’s application. As a commentator noted, “the underlying strata corporation policy (which was typical of many strata corporation policy wordings) provided for liability coverage pursuant to a commercial general liability policy written for ‘for profit’ corporations.” By its terms, this policy provided coverage as follows: “[i]f you are designated in the Declarations as: a. An individual, you and your spouse are insureds, but only with respect to the conduct of a business of which you are the sole owner.” This highlighted clause proved to be critical to the outcome of the case. It set the limits of coverage under the insurance policy and, as the

285. See supra note 12 at 25.
287. Ibid at para 1, Pitfield J.
288. Ibid at para 2.
289. Ibid at para 3.
290. Ibid at para 4.
291. Ibid at para 1.
293. Economical Mutual, supra note 286 at para 17 [emphasis added].
court concluded, nothing in section 155 and its list of named insureds could be read as removing the policy’s condition, expanding the limits that this condition placed on insurance coverage, and requiring coverage of the owner as a named insured full stop.  

Even though the result in *Economical Mutual* can be seen as justified, the reasoning that brought the court to that result and the facts of the case appear to have caused some anxiety in the strata sector. This anxiety seems to play into a fear that participants in the strata sector may be underinsured.

**Should section 155 of the Strata Property Act be amended?**

*Brief description of the issue*

In view of these concerns stirred up by the *Economical Mutual* case, should section 155 be amended?

*Discussion of options for reform*

This issue differs from most of the other issues considered in this consultation paper. It leads to a much more diffuse and open-ended inquiry.

*Economical Mutual*—and particularly the reaction to it—could be seen as creating a discussion on the need to clarify section 155. Amendments adding more detail to the law could make it more certain. Greater certainty and detail might help strata corporations in finding appropriate insurance products.

That said, there may be some downsides to consider in amending section 155. The section’s primary purpose relates to technical rules on subrogation. The section appears to be fulfilling this purpose. Further, an argument could be made that *Economical Mutual* primarily raises issues that could be best addressed by education, not law reform.

294. *Ibid* at para 21 (“Compliance with the SPA is something for which the officers and directors of the Strata Corporation are responsible. Their omission to fulfill their duties owed to anyone including [the owner] as one of its members, may give rise to a claim against them. No such claim has been advanced in this case. To the extent that it is deficient, the contract of insurance cannot be varied or amended to ensure that it complies with the SPA. The policy provides only the coverage that the insurer has agreed to provide. If the coverage which the Strata Corporation obtained is inadequate, or not in compliance with a requirement imposed by the SPA, that is an issue between the Strata Corporation and Mr. Rattan as an owner and does not impose a duty to defend on Aviva.” [emphasis added].)

295. See, above, at 42–43.
The committee’s tentative recommendation for reform

While the committee was generally wary of proposing legislative reform in response to a single court decision, it decided that *Economical Mutual* raises several concrete issues that help to bring reform into focus. It is troubling to see a strata corporation with an insurance policy that appeared on its face to be ill-suited to the nature of a strata corporation. The committee was interested in canvassing the public for its views on this concern and on the section generally.

The committee itself decided that legislative reform shouldn’t be pursued in response to *Economical Mutual*. In the committee’s view, the case raises issues that primarily call for an educational or an underwriting response. The committee was also concerned that amending section 155 in response to *Economical Mutual* could unsettle the understanding of what the strata corporation’s liability insurance was intended to cover.

The committee tentatively recommends:

7. *Section 155 of the Strata Property Act should not be amended.*

Issues for Reform—Reporting and Administration

There are a number of provisions in the act that support the insurance mandate and that deal with communication of information on insurance from the strata corporation to strata-lot owners. This section of the consultation paper examines proposals to fine-tune these reporting and administration provisions.

**Should the Strata Property Act require strata corporations to obtain an appraisal for the purpose of determining adequacy of property-insurance coverage?**

**Brief description of the issue**

By requiring property insurance on full-replacement-value basis, the *Strata Property Act* effectively calls for strata corporations to do an appraisal of the property in order to determine the appropriate level of coverage. But the act doesn’t go the further step of making it an actual requirement. Even though the vast majority of strata corporations do obtain appraisals, some do not, which leaves them potentially exposed to being undercovered. Would creating a legislative requirement to obtain an appraisal help to reduce this danger?
Discussion of options for reform

This issue presents a straightforward, yes-or-no pair of options.

The advantage of a legislative requirement is that it can drive home the point that an appraisal is necessary. Even if most strata corporations have already absorbed this point, it’s important to recall that British Columbia has a striking diversity of strata corporations. It isn’t difficult to imagine self-managed strata corporations that have failed to grasp the necessity of obtaining an appraisal. The proposal would set a clear minimum standard under the law.

The other option is to retain the status quo. Under the current law, most strata corporations simply go ahead and obtain an appraisal, without being required to do so. Among those that do not may be strata corporations that have taken the measure of the risks and decided not to proceed with an appraisal. A legislative requirement would rob these strata corporations of some flexibility in decision-making. In addition, enforcement of this legislative requirement would be difficult.

The committee’s tentative recommendation for reform

The committee favours establishing a legislative requirement to obtain an appraisal. It would set a clear minimum standard and help to protect strata corporations against the danger of being underinsured.

The committee tentatively recommends:

8. Section 149 (4) (a) of the Strata Property Act should be amended by adding the words “as determined by the most recent appraisal” after “full replacement value.”

How frequently should an appraisal for the purpose of determining adequacy of property-insurance coverage be required to be carried out?

Brief description of the issue

This issue builds upon the previous one. If a strata corporation is required to obtain an appraisal, then should the law give guidance on how frequently an appraisal must be carried out?

Discussion of options for reform

This issue is rather open ended. At a basic level, each strata corporation should assess its own need for an appraisal, since the strata corporation’s particular circum-
stances will be the best guide. A strata corporation that, for example, recently completed major upgrades should obtain a fresh appraisal.

That said, giving guidance on the frequency of appraisals would support the legislative requirement to obtain one. Even though some level of arbitrariness would be involved in establishing a precise number, it would help to make the legislative requirement clearer.

The committee’s tentative recommendation for reform

The committee considered numbers in the range of one to five years. Ultimately, it settled on three years as an acceptable minimum standard. The committee noted that this period would match the period generally applicable to depreciation reports.\(^\text{296}\)

In the committee’s view, the provision setting out the period for renewing appraisals should be located in the regulation. The process of amending regulations is simpler than the process for amending legislation. It may be necessary to draw on this process, to ensure that this provision remains in sync with developments in the property and insurance markets.

The committee tentatively recommends:

9. The frequency of appraisals should be determined by regulation. The regulation should initially set this frequency at a minimum of three years.

Should the Strata Property Act require a strata corporation to inform the owners and tenants as soon as feasible of any material change in insurance coverage?

Brief description of the issue

The Strata Property Act requires the strata corporation to “report on the insurance coverage at each annual general meeting.”\(^\text{297}\) Some Canadian provinces go even further in requiring strata corporations to inform owners about insurance issues.

In Ontario’s strata-property review the authors recommended adding requirements to Ontario’s legislation for “prompt notification of owners” of any increase in an insurance policy’s deductible and if “the board cannot obtain directors and officers li-

\(^{296}\) See Strata Property Act, supra note 3, s 94 (2); Strata Property Regulation, supra note 4, s 6.2 (7).

\(^{297}\) Ibid, s 154 (b).
ability, errors and omissions insurance.”\textsuperscript{298} Ontario recently amended its legislation to implement this recommendation.\textsuperscript{299}

Should British Columbia follow Ontario’s lead and require the strata corporation to give notice of material changes in insurance coverage?

\textit{Discussion of options for reform}

The main advantage of this proposed reform is that it would support one of the key features of insurance legislation for strata corporations: its coordinating function for strata corporations, strata-lot owners, and other potential actors in the insurance field. While the existing law calls for a report on insurance at the annual general meeting, there may be material changes between meetings. This opens up the possibility for gaps in coverage to appear. Increasing the flow of information from the strata corporation to others should reduce this risk.

The downside of this proposal is that it does create an additional administrative burden for strata corporations.

\textit{The committee’s tentative recommendation for reform}

The committee favoured requiring strata corporations to inform owners and tenants of material changes in insurance coverage, promptly after the change occurs. In its view, such a provision will help to reduce gaps in insurance coverage. The committee decided that tenants should be included in the provision because they are, by virtue of the act, named insureds on the strata corporation’s insurance.\textsuperscript{300}

The committee tentatively recommends:

10. \textit{Section 154 of the Strata Property Act should be amended to require a strata corporation to inform the owners and tenants as soon as feasible of any material change in insurance coverage, including an increase in any deductible.}

\textsuperscript{298} Ontario Stage Two Report, \textit{supra} note 249 at 23.

\textsuperscript{299} See \textit{Condominium Act, 1998, supra} note 30, s 105.1 (added to the legislation by \textit{Protecting Condominium Owners Act, 2015, supra} note 30, Schedule 1, s 92).

\textsuperscript{300} See \textit{supra} note 3, s 155 (b).
Question for Discussion—The Standard Unit

Brief description of the question

Defining the scope of the strata corporation’s property-insurance obligations vis-à-vis those of a strata-lot owner is a signal issue for legislation on insurance in strata properties. There have been concerns raised about whether British Columbia’s approach in section 149 of the Strata Property Act—coupled with the legislative definition of fixtures in the regulation—is clear enough to dispel uncertainties and potential legal issues.\(^{301}\)

Other provinces have addressed these concerns by adopting an approach based on a standard unit (strata lot).\(^{302}\) This approach attempts to describe, in some detail, the baseline features of a strata lot which would be covered by the strata corporation’s insurance.

Moving to a standard-unit approach would be a significant change for British Columbia law at the level of language and concept. But it could also represent a major substantive change in the law as well. While there are many ways to implement the standard-unit concept, the one most commonly used sees the strata corporation being responsible for insuring a bare shell of a strata lot. This would significantly alter the division between strata-corporation insurance and owners’ insurance that is currently in place in British Columbia.

In view of the conceptual and substantive changes that would be wrought by adopting the standard-unit concept, the committee was reluctant to take a position on this approach before consulting with the public. It is interested in the public’s views on this broad, multifaceted question. As a means to stimulate this response, the committee has obtained a detailed submission on the standard-unit concept from the Insurance Bureau of Canada, which is reproduced in the pages that follow.

\(^{301}\) See Dix, supra note 156 at 4.

\(^{302}\) See Saskatchewan: The Condominium Property Act, 1993, supra note 30, ss 47 (1) (k.1), 65 (3); The Condominium Property Regulations, 2001, RRS c C-26.1 Reg 2, s 11.1; Manitoba: The Condominium Act, supra note 30, s 182 (6) Ontario: Condominium Act, 1998, supra note 30, ss 43 (5) (h) and 56 (1) (h); 99 (6) (repealed by Protecting Condominium Owners Act, 2015, supra note 30, s 89—not in force); Nova Scotia: Condominium Act, supra note 30, s 11 (2) (2A); Condominium Regulations, NS Reg 60/71, s 54 (1A); Newfoundland and Labrador: Condominium Act, 2009, supra note 30, s 56 (4)–(5).
IBC commentary

IBC recommendation for standard definition of strata lot in law

A standard definition of residential strata lot will result in consistency across British Columbia concerning responsibility to repair and maintain, and to confirm the insurance requirements for strata lot owners and the strata corporation.

Section 149 of the Strata Property Act requires strata corporations to secure property insurance for common property, common assets, buildings shown on the strata plan, and original “fixtures” installed by the developer as part of the original construction on the strata plan. “Fixtures” are defined in section 9.1 of the Strata Property Regulation:

Definitions for section 149 of the Act

9.1 (1) For the purposes of section 149 (1) (d) and 152 (b) of the Act, “fixtures” means items attached to a building including floor and wall coverings and electrical and plumbing fixtures, but does not include, if they can be removed without damage to the building, refrigerators, stoves, dishwashers, microwaves, washers, dryers or other items.\(^\text{303}\)

The definition is intended to clarify who (the strata corporation or the owner) is responsible for insuring the fixtures installed at the time of the original construction. Issues emerge when strata lot owners replace original fixtures with upgraded fixtures (considered “improvements” in other jurisdictions). Some have interpreted section 149 of the Act and section 9.1 of the Regulations as obliging a strata corporation to maintain insurance on all original fixtures installed by the developer, while the strata lot owner would insure any improvements or upgraded fixtures.

The current situation makes insurance claims difficult to process, as there may be a misunderstanding among insureds about which policy applies for which part of the loss in cases where original fixtures are replaced, altered or upgraded. This can lead to drawn-out disputes between corporations, owners, and insurance providers.

Defining the standard strata lot as being a bare shell (the bare floors, ceilings and unfinished interior walls\(^\text{304}\) of the strata lot) is the most straightforward approach to clarify and confirm the insurance requirements for owners and strata corporations. All strata lot units in a structure would then be finished to the same construction standards, ensuring consistency in the construction quality of the standard strata lots. All additional

303. *Supra* note 4, s 9.1 (1).

304. The bare walls would consist of the unfinished interior walls of the standard unit, such as unpainted drywall.
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finishes inside the strata lot not covered in the standard definition would then be considered “improvements.” Strata unit owners would have full control over the improvements inside the unit, such as paint colours, cabinets, floor coverings/finishes, appliances and lighting fixtures.

The change described above would eliminate the current confusion over whose insurance responds (the corporation’s or the owner’s) when a claim arises in a situation where owners have made upgrades to their fixtures. It would clarify that the unit owner would be responsible for repairs following damage to the improvements, and the strata corporation would be responsible for repairs following damage to the strata lots and common property.

This change would require amendments to the sections of the legislation concerning the corporation’s insurance requirements and the regulation concerning fixtures.

IBC and its members do not foresee significant changes to the owner policies in the event the government standardizes the definition of a “strata lot” consistent with that described above.

**Standard definition of strata lot in bylaws**

IBC does not recommend allowing for the standard definition to be defined by the strata corporation’s bylaws . . . . That would put a technical onus on strata corporation board members to draft bylaws on what constitutes a standard definition of a strata lot, which has implications for the financial responsibilities of all parties in the corporation. It is unfair to consumers to delegate the power of determining financial responsibility to board members who may lack sufficient expertise in drafting such technical rules.

Allowing the standard definition to be defined by the strata corporation’s bylaws would also result in inconsistency from one corporation to another, which would create confusion for corporations and owners about their respective financial responsibilities. The absence of a clear definition in legislation or regulation leaves owners vulnerable to the discretion of their strata corporation, which may assign to strata lot owners the responsibility for repairs that would otherwise be considered common property, if standardized.

Further, inconsistency in such rules creates confusion for owners with respect to their insurance needs. When owners are unsure about their responsibilities, the likelihood of overlapping insurance coverages, under insurance, or the complete lack of insurance, are greatly increased. Generally, purchasing a strata lot represents a tremendous investment for consumers, and insurance helps protect that investment. Defining a stand-
ard strata lot in law makes it easier for owners to understand their responsibilities and assess their insurance needs. Consistent and clear rules would also allow government and strata corporations to focus their resources on educating consumers on the financial risks they face as owners, and ways they can manage those risks.

Rather than delegating this power to a strata corporation’s board, IBC encourages the government to establish immutable rules on what constitutes a standard strata lot so that there is a clear delegation of financial responsibility, which will better protect consumer investments.

Question for discussion

Should British Columbia adopt the standard-unit concept?
Chapter 5. Conclusion

Insurance is a key concern for strata corporations, strata-lot owners, and others. The insurance provisions in the Strata Property Act are a valuable and important part of that act.

This consultation paper has suggested improvements to those insurance provisions. The committee hopes to receive a wide range of responses to its tentative recommendations and its question for discussion. Public comment is an integral part of the process of developing law-reform recommendations. Final recommendations are often shaped by input received at the consultation stage. The committee is proposing several specific changes to the Strata Property Act and the Strata Property Regulation, on which it would like to receive additional consideration before they are made final recommendations.
APPENDIX A

List of Tentative Recommendations

The insurance mandate

1. The Strata Property Act should require a strata corporation to obtain directors-and-officers insurance. (54–56)

2. For the purposes of section 151 of the Strata Property Act, the strata corporation must obtain and maintain directors-and-officers insurance for a minimum amount of $2,000,000. (57)

3. The definition of “major perils” in the Strata Property Regulation should not be amended to include earthquakes. (57–59)

4. The definition of “major perils” in the Strata Property Regulation should not be amended to include overland flooding. (59–60)

Insurance deductibles

5. Section 158 of the Strata Property Act should be amended to allow a strata corporation to decide to charge back to an owner, if the owner is responsible for the loss or damage that gave rise to the claim, the lesser of the following amounts: (a) the cost of repairing the loss or damage; (b) the deductible limit of the insurance claim. (63–66)

6. A new standard bylaw should be added to the Schedule of Standard Bylaws that requires a strata-lot owner to have insurance that covers payment of a deductible under a strata-corporation policy. (66–67)

Named insureds

7. Section 155 of the Strata Property Act should not be amended. (69–70)

Reporting and administration

8. Section 149 (4) (a) of the Strata Property Act should be amended by adding the words “as determined by the most recent appraisal” after “full replacement value.” (70–71)
9. The frequency of appraisals should be determined by regulation. The regulation should initially set this frequency at a minimum of three years. (71–72)

10. Section 154 of the Strata Property Act should be amended to require a strata corporation to inform the owners and tenants as soon as feasible of any material change in insurance coverage, including an increase in any deductible. (72–73)

**Question for discussion—the standard unit**

*Should British Columbia adopt the standard-unit concept?* (74–77)
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She has been a director of VISOA since 2007 and has led the association as president for the past seven years, during which time it has grown significantly both in membership and in visibility. Sandy currently edits the VISOA Bulletin, a quarterly newsmagazine distributed to nearly 10 000 VISOA members, and leads VISOA’s workshop group, providing educational full-day workshops on strata best practices. She is also part of the Civil Resolution Tribunal staff.

Previously, Sandy was a member of the Civil Resolution Tribunal Working Group (a committee working on procedural matters for the CRT) and a volunteer on the Strata Management Advisory Group (working with the Real Estate Council of British Columbia to provide education and information for strata managers).

**Ed Wilson** is a partner with the Vancouver law firm Lawson Lundell LLP and has practiced in the real-estate and municipal-law fields, with a specialty in real-estate development, for over 30 years. Ed was a member of the Canadian Bar Association’s
strata property committee that worked with government in developing the current *Strata Property Act*. Ed has been actively involved with the Continuing Legal Education Society of British Columbia. He has taught more than 15 CLEBC courses, including courses on strata-property law, resort development, real-estate development, and depreciation reports for strata corporations. Ed is also a member of the Urban Development Institute’s legal issues committee.
PRINCIPAL FUNDERS IN 2017

The British Columbia Law Institute expresses its thanks to its funders in 2017:

- Law Foundation of British Columbia
- Ministry of Attorney General for British Columbia
- Notary Foundation of British Columbia
- Real Estate Foundation of British Columbia
- Real Estate Council of British Columbia
- Real Estate Institute of British Columbia
- Strata Property Agents of British Columbia
- Association of British Columbia Land Surveyors
- Vancouver Island Strata Owners Association
- Condominium Home Owners Association
- Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing for British Columbia
- Employment and Social Development Canada
- Vancouver Foundation
- Coalition of BC Businesses
- BC Government Employees Union
- Health Employees Union
- Ministry of Labour for British Columbia
- eHealth Saskatchewan (Vital Statistics)
- Service New Brunswick (Vital Statistics)
- Statistics Canada
- Government of Nunavut (Vital Statistics)
- Ontario Law Foundation Access to Justice Fund
- Canadian Women’s Foundation
- Canadian Human Rights Commission

BCLI also reiterates its thanks to all those individuals and organizations who have provided financial support for its present and past activities.